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Funeral Will Occur Saturday and Will Be
Attended by Many Officials
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SECRETARY OF IRON
TOLD DETECTIVE

SURE.

had been seen outside of his
scarcely
own ' residence since his appearance
in the public park here in August to
make response to the official notification of his renomination for the vice
It was not, however, unpresidency.
til last Sunday that intimations began to be received of his extremely
critical condition. Always averse to
public notice, the vice president's family seemed to shrink especially from
all publication concerning his physic
al condition.
Even when Dr. Janeway, the New
York specialist, came to visit him on
October 20, he was enabled to come
and go without attracting public at
tention. The vice president's physicians have heen aware, however, for
the past fortnight that the malady
had made rapid headway and all of
them feared that it soon must end
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ROUTED BY THE
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PROHIBITION
CANDIDATE
RIVES IN EL PASO IN
GOOD SPIRITS.
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HEARING INTERVENTION

IF HE TOOK THE COUPLE IS TO BE TAKEN BACK
STAND HIS LIFE WOULD
TO.CHICAGO BY WINDY CITY.
BE THE FORFEIT
OFFICERS

Ded

j

ADMIT THEIR IDENTITY

DECLARED

Vice-Preside- nt

1

THEY

FORCE

ENGAGEMENT

OFFICIAL HE WAS A FOOL DECLARE SOMEONE MUST HAVE FIGHTING EXTENDED FROM LULE
FOR NOT GIVING INFORMABURGAS TO EASTWARD TO
PLACED BODY IN THEIR
TION TO PROSECUTOR
SERAI
APARTMENTS

POVERTY MAN WAS AFRAID Tfl TESTIFY

THE RED DOPE IS PRINCI
PAL CAUSE OF HIGH COST
OF LIVING.

MINISTER OF WAR, IS DE.
FEATED WITH HIS LARGE

NAZIM,

TOLD
,
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CLOWN AND HIS WIFE SAY THEY
KNOW NOTHING OF. BALTI-

DYNAMITING

EE AND DEBSTAKE THE REST A
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HIS CON WAYS, CAUGHT TURKISH ARMY IS

RESULT
AND
GIVES TAFT,
ROOSEVELT
'
WILSON 48 STATES AS

51

)

EI Paso, Texas, Oct. ill! Eugene
Oct. 31. Testimony
Indianapolis,
Chafin of Arizona, prohibition presi- that William J. Burns, the detective,
dential candidate for president, spoke was "tipped off" as to the identities
three times in El Paso today. He of the dynamiters of the Los Angeles
declared: "Wilson will carry 40 Times building two weeks after the
VACANT ON
states, Rooseveit five, Taft three and explosion by a man now on trial was
fatally.
Debs and I will, divide the others." given at the "dynamite conspiracy"
Dr. Peck, who has been in constant
Other declarations by the prohibition trial today.
attendance on Mr. Sherman, has had
candidate were:
J, A. Gf. Badorf, a special InvestigaNational Committee Likely Will Select Successor to Mr. Sherman little hope for him for weeks. He,
is the real cause of the tors, who had been investigating the
"Liquor
was
not without hope of
however,
Governor Hadly of Mishigh cost of living.
cause of explosions for five years, tesas Candidate for
postponing the finality so long as it
"If Teddy gets more votes than tified that Herbert S. Hockin admitof
Have
Ballots
was
to
induce the kidneys to
Already
possible
souri Is Mentioned Millions
Taft, and I think he will, the repub ted having "gotten in touch" with
perform any considerable portion of lican
Man Evinced Interest In His
Been Printed
party will be too dead to bury. , Burns who was in Los Angeles soon af
their natural functions. When they
"The democratic party will get so ter the
He
Unconscious
Until
Became
Affairs
explosion, on October 1, 1910.
Country's
failed in this respect he frankly statover the result of the election The McNamara brothers and Ortie E.
big
ed that the end could not be long
that it will break in two.
AlcManigal weer arrested six months
postponed.
Stop thp
' CtiCit; IN.
'
p .liquor. later, after Jen. more '.exBlosJojip.. Jbud
Lii
Ti'th c
"Death". OtTcu: ."ect.' z.i
"0(Il.""31. Wli&
:how-"iwtruiitil yesterday , moiiilng",
Utlca Is mourning today the death ever, did he become willing to admit That is the ouy solut.on for the liquor taken plane.
;
end in view of obtaining a large auand local proproblem. Local
Badorf testified that Hockih
had
ditoiluin, the first decision to hold of Vice President James Schoolcraft that his patient's life was measured hibition is not option hoot.v
worth a
Stop it made admissions after he said
to
the funeral of Vice President Sher Shorman. Mr; Sherman's death oc- by hours. Having worked without
constitutional amendment and it Hockin:
"You are a fool for giving
man in the Reformed Dutch church curred last night at 9:42 o'clock at avail the greater part of the nignt by
will remain stopped.
all your information to Burns and
has been abandoned and the First the family residence, of Bright's dis before to induce action by the kidAbolish liquor as we abolished let him build
of
the
with
disease
lused
he
ease,
will
Dr.
up a reputation on intook
the
complicated'
church
Peck
first opporneys,
Prflesibytenan
constitutional amend- formation you give. If you
slavery by
expect
for that purposa The service will heart and hardening of the arteries, tunity to make known to the family ment.
immunity why don't you go to Disbe conducted at 2 o'clock Saturday following a period of' more than 24 and to all other inquiriers theactuai
"It would have done good 'for Tex- trict
Attorney Miller?"
and will be conducted by Dr. Holden, hours of almost total unconscious- condition confronting him.
as to have gone dry at the last elec
ness.
Dr.
Exalted
The witness said Hockin, who is
and
functionary
public
Dutch
Clean
Loved
Sherman
church,
Sports.
pastor of the
tion with Governor Colquitt to enNow that Mr. Sherman is gone the
though he was, he was known to
secretary of the International Asso.V, W. Stryker, president ofMr.Hamilforce the law.
in
Sherman.
Sheras
"Jim"
ciation of Bridge and Structural Iron
Indeed,
was
Utica
is
fact
almost
recalled
he
that'
which
college
ton college, of
"Give us a million votes this time
most cases, the surname was dropped, ad" much concerned in the promotion
Workers and one of the defendants
man was an alumnus.
and we will elect a president next on
salutation
common
of
devela
will
as
ot
was
in
he
clean
and
the
exchange
trial with Frank M 'Ryan, presivice
sports
The body o the
president
time.
dent of the union, admitted that he
lie in state at the Oneida county among the older residents today was: opment of business interests. He
"I will be 60 tomorrow and as fit
contemplated pleading guilty.
court house Friday from 3 o'clock p. "Poor Jim is gone." All city flags was especially noted as a baseball as a
fiddle, because I never took a
be"tan" and he would suspend business
"I met Hockin in the lobby of the
m. to 9 o'clock p. m. and it is ex- were lowered to half mast at the
drink
five
and
have
of
generations
pected that It will be returned to the ginning of the day. Mr. Sherman any time to see a good game. Ill as ancestors who never drank. Guess federal building when the federal
grand jury was in session the early
Sherman residence for private ser- was a prominent factor in many busi- ne was ai the time of the recent that is as good a
temperance lecture
ness enterprises in the city and the world s series was played he disvices there Saturday morning.
part of this year," said Badorf. "I
as I can give.
said to him: 'I have been looking
Mr. Sherman will be buried in For- offices of such concerns were closed played especial interest in that event.
"Prohibition of interstate shipments for
He had bulletins telephoned him
you as I wanted to ask you someest Hill cemetery, where many mem- for the day.
of liquor is the only thing short of
were
condolence
ot
each
of
final
tne
a
game.
found
progress
When did you first get in
have
messages
Many
of
thing.
his
bers
family
a constitutional amendment which
touch with U L. Jewell of Pittsburgh
resting place. He selected his pall received here during the night and Loyally partial to iNew Yoik, the vice will prohibit the sale of liquor.
in
hearers before his death. They con- continued to pour into day from all vice president expressed deep regret
"I have campaigned for SG days, regarding that nitroglycerin hidden
an old cooper shop at Rochester, Pa?'
sist of prominent citizens and inti- parts of the country. They included wneu uie ulauts tell.
made 540 speeches and traveled
iVU.diiall Cancels Speeches.
Hockin only smiled and did not give
mate friends. Mr. Sherman was treas- telegrams from President Taft, Colmiles on nothing stronger than
men
Marshall
Governor
of
canceled
and
most
the
onel Roosevelt,
today
a direct answer."
urer of the Reformed Dutch church.
water and have not oeen sick a day
"Who is Jewell?" the witness was
Sergeant at Arms D. M, Ransdell in public life. The messages of sym further campaign speeches because or tired a single night. Guess that
SherVice
of
the
of
before
death
President,
even
to
arrive
asked.
began
has telegraphed that 50 members ofipathy
is going some."
'
"He is, superintendent of a conthe senate will attend the funeral. M r. Sherman had actually passed man. He bad Been sclieuuied to make
severin
and
were
time
tuiee
for the
Chicago
speeches
struction company at Pittsburgh. The
The president's several cabinet mem- away, but all such
bers and many members of the house withheld from the mily. Since the al in Indiana and Ohio.
nitroglycerin was found at Rochester
"In the presence of the deal, ' said MONTANA BUSINESS MEN in, August, 1910, more than a month
beginning of the illness of his chief,
also are expected.
"every
before the. Los Angeles explosion." '
Notables Send Condolences
Harry Devendorf, who for the last 18 Governor Marshall,
man stands in silence." Mr. DEMAND HEAVY DAMAGES
"Then what did Hockin say?"
Telegrams of condolence were re- years has been Mr. Shetman'srlvate
Jw Mrs Sherman from Sen-- secretary.: has been constantly with Sherman is not alone the dead of one
"Then-'When was
aBked Hockin:
ators Gallinger of New Hampshire him and he is now sivihg close at- - of Lhe contesting political pat'ties,
it you first got in touch with W. J.
and Bacon of Georgia, who have act tention to all details pertaining to tnc; but is the nation's dead as wlel, and FILE PETITION WITH COMMERCE Burns about the Los Angeles Times
COMMISSION AGAINST
And when I told him Oced alternately as president pro tem- late vice president's affairs and.i to as such is deserving of the iionor and
explosion?'
man
.who
ot
RAILROADS
respects
every
funeral
respect
ceremony.
the
Mr.
Sherman's
in
senate
tober 1, he replied, 'Two weeks later.'
approaching
pore in the
" 'Hockin,'' I said, 'you are a fool for
The people of this t ity have seen the nation.
absence.
't'lio governor sent a telegram ot
Washington, Oct. 31. A petition giving all your information to Burns
Speaker Champ Clark's message; comparatively; little of 'Mr. Sherman
was filed with the interstate com- and lot him build
read: . "You have our heartfelt sym-- ! for the last year. He left here for eyiiiputny to Mrs. Sherman.
Up a reputation on
merce
commission today which con- information
in
1911,
God
December,
Washington early
yon give. If you expect
pathy in your great sorrow. May
Taft to Attend Funeral
stitutes a record in the history of the immunity why don't you go to Disfand was so constantly occupied with
bless you and yours."
OA. 31. President commission In two respects. It con- trict
to
visit
was
Illinois,!
unable
Waislhington,
he
that
his duties
of
Congressman McKinley
Attorney Miller?' he replied:
'
the city on more than one or two oc-- j Taft will leave Washington late to- tains the names of 1,562 separate
who
managed the
"'Well, I may plead guilty, but I'll
said: "A cartons previous to his return here; morrow for Utica to attend the fun- complainants, who are business men never go on the stand. My life wouldTart. fill nrm an camnaiim.
man
has
man
a
gone." at the beginning of his final illness eral of Vice President Sherman. The of Montana, and it demands repara- n't be worth three whoops if I took
and
good
great,
president will go a private car and tion in the sum of $500,000.
Mrs. Jennie T. Hobart, widow of last June.
the stand.' "
The complaint was directed against ' That J. .T. McNamara, since he has
former Vice President Hobart, ex-- j Not until it became evident that will be accompanied by some of his
tended her sympathy, "as one who the crisis was approaching did his aides and secretaries. What cabinet the Northern Pacific and 75 other car- been confined in San Quentin prison
operate between the in California, has been plotting to
could fully appreciate your great be-- j physicians make known the fact that officers will go had not heeh deter- riers which
arter ne xeit utica ana 'went 10 tug mined when the president began mak. Atlantic seaboard and the Rocky "get" Burns and Walter Drew of the
rcavement.
Mountains.
Freight rates on all 'National Erectors' association, was
Former Vice President and Mrs. Fair- Moose he came hear dying? at that ing his arrangements.
1'aft will probably not return classes and commodities are attacked the substance of testimony given this
banks said: "We loved him as a pulace. Dr. F. H. Peck said today
friend and loved him as an able and that Mr. Sherman had not' been there to Washington until after election, as unreasonable, exorbitant and dis- afternoon by Edward J. Brennan, a
to criminatory; the commission Is asked government agent.
24 hours when he becana so ill that but will go directly from Utica.
truthful public servant."
Governor Wilson of New Jersey for a time his life was despaired of. New York, stopping over Sunday and to reduce the rates from 25 to 50
Tni When, however, he returned to Utioa leaving for Cincinnati in time to vote per cent, according to the character
BRESNAHAN IS RELEASED.
sent the following telegTam:
of the articles transported; and damSt. Louis, Oct. 1 Roger Bresnahan,
common with the whole country Mrs. the lower altitude and the aigreeable there Tuesday morning.
ages in the sum mentioned are de- it was announced today, received last
Senate to Take Charge
Wilson and I have been deeply shock- surroundings had the effect of rapidly
'
Colonel Daniel S. Ransdell, sergeant- - manded for alleged excessive charg- Tuesday his notice of unconditional
7
ed by the death of Vice, President reviving him.
es on shipments during the years release as manager of the St. Loul
Gradually his trips down to WashSherman and we wish to extend to
on
1910, 1911 and 1D12.
Pase
Five)
National league baseball club.
he
and
less
it.Xr.nuue(i
ington
frequent,
grew
our
heartfelt
sympathy."
you
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Industry is the Magnet
That Draws
Prosperity.

police
Chicago, Oct. 31. Chicago
were notified today that Charles N.
Conway, the clown wanted here In
connection with the murder of Miss
Sophia G. Singer, of Baltimore, has
been arrested in Lima, Ohio. A sec-en-d
telegram said the woman known
as Mrs. Conway or Beatrice Riajl,
also wanted in connection With the
murder, had been taken and was be
ing held with Conway.
Worthen was oonfronted with the
story told by the Conway woman at
'
Lima, in which a new name was
that of Claude
case
the
into
brought
Stillman.
He said: "
"I do not know of any man who

Sttman.

rhi!'"1eif- -

who might nave had an engagement
with Miss Singer and I believe there
'
is no SAieh person."

Say They Didn't Do It
Lima, Ohio, Oct. 31. The man and
woman arrested as Charles N. Conway and wife, wanted in connection
with the murder of Sophia G. Singer,
both denied that they had anything
to do with the murder.
"I admit that I'm the man the police are looking for," Conway told the
police, "but I deny that I have any
knowledge of the crime in connection
with which" they want me."
Conway and the woman were taken to jail to await the coming of officers from Chicago. The police say
Conway declared that when he left
Chicago he did not know a thing
about the murder of Miss Singer.
They say Conway declared that the
body of Miss Singer must have been
put in his room at the Indiana avenue apartment in Chicago after he
and his wife left the city Monday
Mrs. Joseph Cramer, whott
night.
the police: believe to be Conway'S
mother, lives here.
Another Clew Disclosed.
That Sophia Singer, the wealthy
Baltimore girl murdered in Chicago
Monday night, had planned to "break
off" with William Worthen, the con-- ,
ductor and pool player with whom
she eloped, and that she was visited
by another man were revelations
Riall" arrested
made by "Beatrice
here today with her husband, Charles
R. Conway, in connection with the
' '
murder.
Conway and his wife told the 'police that the last person they saw
as they left their hoarding house in
Chicago' was Miss Singer, who gave
Miss Riall $25 and two suits of
clothes. Miss Singer's visitor was a
stranger named Claude Stillman, who,
Miss Riall said, had an engagemmit
with her ou the night she Was murdered.
...
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TROOPER KILLS PARAMOUR.
Ariz., Oct. 31. Firing
Nogales,
through a window when he saw another soldier in her home, an unD,
known
private of Troop
Fourth United States cavalry, killed
Francisquita Grijatva, a Mexican woman", last night and then shot; perhaps fatally, two Yaqui section men
who rushed to the house when they
The trooper
heard the shot fired.
thon escaped across the border into
Mexico.

IS

EXPECTED,

GREAT POWERS WILL NOT ALLOW ALLIES TO MARCH INTO
CONSTANTINOPLE
Sofia, Oct. 31. The Bulgarian army has completely routed the main
Turkish army under Nazlm Pasha.
The Turks fled in disorder, leaving
many killed and wounded on tho
field. The battle, which is regarded

as the most important engagement
since the beginning of the war, lasted
three days. It extended along the Una
from Lule Burgas eastward to Serai.
The Turkish front was over 31 miles
long. The Ottoman troops retreated
to Tchorlu, about 21 miles to the
south of the positions from .which
they were driven by, the Bulgarians.
The town of Tchorlu, where the
Turks are expected to makj another
Htand.pnunlna fa imnortan'! rslt'on
on the main road ana ontile
between Constantinople and ti u,j
at the point where the road from
the Port of Rodesto joins. Unless the
Turks, hold this place they will be unable to bring any more troops iroiu
Asia Minor by way of Rodesto.
iaii-opl- e,

Intervention is' Expected
London, Oct 31. The Bulgarian
army completely defeated a Turkish
force estimated at 200,000
men at
Lule Burgas, after three days' terrific fightjing, according to
a news
Sofia.
The
agency dispatch from
Bulgarian cavalry is pursuing the retreating Turks.

The battle probably

will give occasion for the intervention of the European powers. In dispatches from Vienna it is asserted
that the foreign ministers of the European governments have reached a
tentative agreement in this matter,
and in any event the entries of Bul-

'
garian troops into Constantinople
will not be tolerated by the powers.
Even Russia Is disinclined to permit
such an occurrence.
It is also understood in diplomatic
quarters in the Austrian capital that'
the Balkan nations already have made
known in an unofficial manner that
that they are prepared to accept intervention by the powers at any moment now.
The Russian Aviator
Popoff, Instructor of aviatior. in the Russian
was the first air navipator to
lose his life in this war. He with
a few
several others left ; Russia
days ago to offer his srvices to BulmaWhile flying wit'i his
garia.
chine over Adrianople he was biorght
down by Turkish shropnel shells.
The eastern wing of the Turkish
army at Visa was able to maintain
its ground at first against the Bulgarian troops, but could gain no success,
says a Sofia dispatch. In consequence
of the occupation of Lule Burgaa by
the Bulgarians, the eastern" wing ot
the Turks was witndrawn to Serai
and Istrandia, so that the battle front,
which yesterday extended from LuV
Burgas to Visa, now lies acrosi
Tchorlu, Serai and Istrandia.
The wings of the Turkish and Bulgarian armies which roughly occupy
lines stretching from Lule Burgas to
Visa, have been engaged for the last
three days In a series of determined
fights. The Bulgarians claim to have .
defeated the Turks at the Lule Burgaa
end while the Turks assert that the
af-m-

,

(Continued

on Page Five)
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CONDUCTOR GETS FREIGHT

HENITO

SENDS TRAINMASTER QUEEREST
REPORT EVER SEEN IN
'
ALBUQUERQUE

RAILROADS ARE MOVING MORE
LOADED CARS THAN
EVER BEFORE.

N. M.,

Oct.

31.

On

JHURY,

OPTIC,

SO

SAYS CONNECTICUT CLERGY
MAN, DISCUSSING USUAL
"SEND-OFFS- "

TO ESCAPE
LAW
MURDERER DASHES OUT BRAINS
BY JUMPING OFF TRAIN
ON BRIDGE.

Clovls, N. M., Oct. 31. A man who
was thought at the time to be de
mented leaped from Santa Fe train
No. 113 as it was crossing the high
bridge just west of the Sals crusher,
south of Clovls, on October 12, and
dashed his brains out on the rocks
in the river bed. It now transpires
that thei man was in his right mind
and took this method of committing
suicide to escape being caught and
"holy" eliminated.
The domonic says: "The service punished for a murder committed
in our Book of Common Prayer is en two years ago. The man's name was
titled, "The For mof Solemnization Frank Smith and he was formerly a
Solemnization resident of Crawford county, Arkan
of Holy Matrimony.'
means to perform with religious cer sas. Smith and 'a man by the name of
for some time.
emonies.
The beautiful ritual of the Ritchey quarreled over Mr. Smith's
Coal loadings continue to increase. church is all that can be desired.
daughter and Ritchey was found with
The Burlington is loading t09 cars a
"It is impressive, solemn, refined hia throat cut Smith was charged
But certain with the crime hut managed to elude
day at one point in Illinois, to say and deeply religious.
nothing of the loading at other mines light shallow, flipant unseemliness the officers. Recently he was seen
In this state, in Iowa, ana further characterizes
the social marriage where the crime was committed and
west. An immense movement of ap- feast. The boisterous, unladylike, un- when he found that the officers were
ples from Missouri, ana of potatoes gentlemanly horse play which attends close upon his trail he purchased a
from the northwest, is, under way. the departure of bride and ibride ticket for Los Angeles but (ended Mb
ana refrigerator cars are scarce. Mis- groom is surely anything but Bolemn life as above stated.
cellaneous freight movement on all It is neither respectable nor respect
4roads Is unprecedentedly heavy, andi ful.
brings In a large revenue. LumojT
"The hunting of the newly married
business Bhows good gains over last out of the house until they are oblig
NEWS FROM THE CAPITAL
year the Northwestern handling be- ed to escape secretly is hardly worthy
ing 300 cars larger than a year ago, of anybody above
the savage or
while its gain In coal cars was 1,200 childish state. The decoration
Santa Fe, N. M., Oct. 31. The
of
for.the week. The Santa Fe continues their baggage with red hearts and "ghost will walk" at the capital this
to handle, an immense volume ot other
plasters Is impudent, The week.
Treasurer O. N. Marron has made
freight and passenger business, with throwing of rice Is dangerous and
gains of 10 to 12 per cent over last hurts. The scattering of confetti Is the "promenade" possible by selling
of indebtedness in the
year. The Rock Island reports in- insulting to one's Mends and enter certificates
creased earnings and an immense ton- tainers.
sum of $200,000 authorized by the last
and all the other
were
The purchasers
nage movement,
"Feast and music and dancing legislature
roads are working up to their full ca- there may well be. But .jokes, tricks W. N. Coler & Company of New
pacity.
York, and Otis & Company of Cleve-land- ,
and coarseness are out of place.
A heavy movement of grain continOhio. The certificates sold at
"I need hardly say no such childish
ues, which is far above recent years,
savagery was indulged in at the mar 101 & and bear 6 per cent interest.
Deliveries here last week were 7,479,-00riage in Cana of Galilee, which Christ The news spread rapidly and was
bushels, a gain of 1,593,000 bush- the Model Guest adorned and beauti heard with Interest by officials ot
els, or 27.1 per cent over the previous field by His presence. Such
practices greater or less prominence. The sale
week; 2,063,000 bushels, or 38.2 per are unthinkable In connection with means that the governor, the secrecent in excess of last year, and 2,119,-00suany solemnity which is likened to tary of state, the judges of the
bushels, or 39.2, per cent over the the union between Christ and His preme court, the district court judges,
average for the past five years. There church."
the officers of the supreme coulrt, as0
were increases for the week of
Rector Bodley adds that the lower- sistant secretary of state,, mine inbushels of wheat and 1,150,000
and other officers will draw
ing of the public ideals of matrimony spector,
bushels oats, and a decrease of
salaries. The sale
their pent-uinduces an encourages divorce.
bushels corn. The latter was
means that there will be money for
5lso. j507.OOfl Jro$e)s. .less thanthe contingent exi'eSse" fund of the
while wheat increased 608,000 STOMACH UPSET7
secretary of state, for the armories,
SOUR? "CASCARETS" the penitentiary, the New
bushels and oats gained 1,397,000
Mexico
bushels.
Normal University, and for certait
For the first time in months the St. Sluggish Bowels Cause Gass, Sour- appropriations for the New Mexico
Paul took the lead In the grain trafness and Food Fermentation
Military institute, the New Mexico
fic, its deliveries at Chicago last
College of Agriculture and Mechanic
week being 19 per cent. The NorthThat awful sourness, belching of Arts and for the institute for the
western secured second place, witn acid and foul gases; that pain In the blind.
17 per cent; the Illinois Central tnird, pit of the stomach, the heartburn,
The ghost will walk, thug giving
with 16.9 and the Rock ..sland fourth, nervousness, nausea, bloating after the first "salary envelope" to certain
witn 12 per cent, while the Burling- eating, feeling of fulness, dizziness officers who are the first officials to
ton had only 8 per cent, the Great and sick headache, means a disor- hold state office.
Western 4, the Santa Fe, Wabash, dered stomach, which cannot be reguEducational Matters.
and Eastern Illinois, A, and the Alton lated until you remove the cause. It
The committee on arrangements
2 per cent.
Isn't your stomach's fault. Your for the inauguration of Dr. David
stomach is as good as any.
Ross Boyd, as president of the State
Try Cascarets; they immediately University at Albuquerque, November
cleanse and regulate the stomach, re- 9, has Invited Superintendent Alvan
MICHIGAN TEACHERS MEET
move the sour undigested and fer- N. White to occupy a seat on the platGrand
Rapids, Mich., Oct. 31.
With every prospect of a busy and menting food and foul gases; take the form and represent the department
profitable session, the members of the excess bile from the liver and carry of education In a short address. SuMichigan State Teachers' association off the constipated waste matter and perintendent White has accepted the
gathered in Grand Rapids today and poison from the Inteotinea snd bow- invitation.
Herbert A. Hickey, a student in the
began1 their annual convention. The els. Then your stomach trouble is
program covers two days and pro ended. A Cascaret
tonight will ninth grade of the Albuquerque city
vides ror the discussion of every straighten you out by morning a lu- schools, has won the ten dollar cash
branch of educational work, together cent box from any drug, store will prize offered by State Superintendent
with addresses by such widely known keep your stomach sweet; liver and White for the best exhibit of a pen
educators as President Henry C. bowels regular for month?. Don't for- of chickens in the poultry department
King of Oberlin college, Lotus D. get the children their little lnsldes at the recent state fair. The prize
Coffman of the University of Illinois, need a good, gentle cleansing, too was won by a pen of Single Comb
Rhode Island Reds.
dv.
S. T, Falrchild, stain superintendSuperintendent White announces
ent of public instruction of Kansas
and Charles A. Prosser of New York,
A new line of band daters just re- that the entire force in the edacation-a- l
department will attend the annual
secretary of the Society for the Pro- ceived at the Optic office. Dates from
of the New, Mexico Teachers'
motion of Industrial Education.
1912 to 1917.
meeting
25c each.
association at Albuquerque and headquarters will be maintained in the
Commercial club building. These are
NO
FALLING
OR
Hon. Flladelfo Baca, assistant state
superintendent; Prof. Rupert F.
chief clerk; Mrs. Theresa B.
SCALP--2- 5
White, state director of industrial education, and Miss Eva Wlentge, stenographer.. Miss Wlentge will report
SAVE YOUR HAIR! DANDERIN.E D ESTROYS DANDRUFF AND STOPS the entire
proceedings of the associaFALLING HAIR AT ONCE G ROWS HAIR, WE PROVE IT.
tion, which will likely be printed in
book form, for distribution to all
If you care for i.eavy hair, that roots famish, loosen and die then members.
After the Beavers.
glistens with beauty and is radiant the hair falls out fasi.
If your hair has been neglected
The little beaver, model of Industry
with life; has an incomparable softand Is thin, faded, dry, scraggy or and emblom of a secret order which
ness and is fluffy and lustrous you
too oily, don't hesitate, but get a 25 once numbered many membe-- s in
must use Danderine, because noth'ng cent bottle of Knowlton's Danderine
Santa Fe, Is the subject of many letso much for the at any drug store or toilet counter; ters received
else accomplishes
by the state zame warhair.
apply a little as directed and ten den. It appears that ranchers alon g
Just one application of Knowlton's minutes after you will say this wis the Rio Grande, from Embudo to
Danderine will double 'no beauty of the best investment you ever made.
Buckman, wish permits to kill the
We sincerely believe, regardless of beavers,
your hair, besides it immediately
alleging that the animals are
dissolves every particle of dandruff; everything else advertised that if you
doing much damage. The case arjainst
you cannot have nice, heavy, healthy desire soft, lustrous, beautiful hair the beaver has not been
proved to
hair if you have dandreff. This
and lots of it no dandruff no Itch- the satisfaction of Game Warden
scurf robs the hair of its ing scalp and no more falling hair
Baca and he will Issue no perm'ts for
Strength and its very Its. and If not you must use Knowltor's Danderine. a beaver slaughter at ieaBt n:t In
overcome It producer- a feverlshness If eventually why not now. A 25 the near future. Mr Haca has
gone
and itching f thoe scalp; the hair cent bottle will
to Mora county on sumo protection
truly rmaze you.
New Britain, Conn., Oct. 31 Rev.
Harry L. Bodley, rector of St Mark's
Episcopal church, has pleased the majority of his parishioners by the cru
sade he has begun against "rough
house" and horse play at many wed
dings. He declares, as a result of the
lowering of public morals due to the
tricks and stunts at too many wed
dings, w have "matrimony" left and

Nothing but favorable reports continue to he made by all the railroads,
says the New York Evening' Post in a
Chicago report. Their loadings and
earnings show gains over recent
weeks as well as compared with last
year- A majority of the large north
western, western and southwestern
railroad systems are moving more
loaded cars, and have been for sev
eral weeks, than at any previous time
in their history. There is congestion
at a number of points, particularly at
from
Chicago, where, transferring
western to eastern cars is delayed,
and this condition is likely to exist

.

'

276,-00-

is to be given in Ber- -

2 Eva Fay is to return to tha

stag
Harry Bulger is about to

go Into

vaudeville.

Frank Reicher will play in Annie
Russel's old English comedy company.
Maude

Raymond and Frances
have joined the cast of "My

st

Best Girl."
Henry Bernstein is writing a new
play In which John Mason may play
the hero.
A. H. Woods, will revive "The Pet
of the Petticoats," which was tried
last season.
Alta Phipps, prima donna of "The
Winning 'Widows," is Mrs. Abe Reynolds in private life.
Paul Armstrong Is to produce his
new play, "The Escape," either In Los
Angeles or San Francisco.
The Harris Theater, New York,
will reopen on November 4, with
James Forbes' new play, "A Rich
.

Man's Sin."
Ida St. Leon, who starred in "Polly of the Circus" is to appear .in a
new play under the management of
A.

S.

Stern.

dele Rowland has been engaged
for a leading role In Sam Bernard's
new production under the Shuhert
management
"The Stronger Claim," Henry W.
Savage's new production, is booked for
a long tour through the south and
the middle west
Margaret Anglin has decided to
shelve, "Egypt" The author, Edward
Sheldon, will probably try to find another star for his play.
a play by James
Medill Patterson, one of the authors
of "The Fourth Estate," has been
produced In Chicago decently.
W, H. Gilmour has been engaged to
play one of the Important roles in
"The Argyle Case," in which Robert
HIIHard Is to foe the star.
After her present season, it is announced, Henrietta Crossman will be
seen in a repertoire of classic plays.
This has long been her ambition.
"Firstj Love," Lulu Glaser's vaudeville operetta, is the joint work of
Raymond W. Peck, who wrote the
hook, Anatol Friedland the music and
Melville Alexander the lyrics.
Maurice Campbell, the husband and
manager of Henrietta Crossman, Is
to produce a play called "The Ghost
Breakers," by Paul Dickey, formerly
Miss Croesman's leading man, anc
Charles W. Goddard,
A

1912,

ANLJNUSUAL
DRESS GOODS SALE
Silks

Silks

Dress Goods

Dress Goods

and

and

Trimmings

Trimmings

At Greatly

Must be

REDUCED

PRICES

CLOSED

r

OUT

After a careful and thorough consideration, v e have decided to change our line of Dress
Goods and Silks. By so doing we will be able to give our patrons greater value and better

varieties than ever before. Rather than mix the NEW with the OLD, we will close out our
entire line of Dress Goods and Silks. To do this as quickly as possible we have placed extremely low prices, in many cases less than cost, on every piece in the house.
These goods are not special sale goods, but our regular line pf standard qualities. New
'
and desirable in weaves and colors.
Note these prices

then come and make your selections.

All 50c Dress Goods for

33c

All 85c to $1.00 Dress Goods for

All 65c to 75c Dresf Goods for.

44c

All $1.25 to $1.35 Dress Goods for

All $1.50 to $1.75 Dress Goods for $1.05

-

0

p

ITCHY

All Dress Trimmings, including Fancy Braids
and Bandings

All Dress Laces, including All overs and

ONE HALF OFF
WOOLTEX

GARMENTS
FOR WOMEN

ONE THIRD OFF

PRINTZESS

S.asemotiM Son
Established

Yok-ing-

at

GARMENTS
FOR WOMEN

SoutK SidaViaa

1862

ast-yea- r,

CAPITAL PAID IN

SURPLUS

$100,000.00

J. M. Cunningham.
Prank Springer,

$50,000.00

President

3

tf

D. T. Hosklna,

Cashier.

LAS VEGAS
INTEREST PAID ON TIME DEPOSITS

Las Vegas' Savings Bank
Capital Stock, $30,000.00
Office with the San Miguel National Bank
Wm. G. HaydoD
H. W. Kelly
D. T. Hoskins

President

President
Treasurer

Vice

Interest Padd on Deposits

HAIR

CENT "DANDERINE"

-

85c
'

-

ONE THIR.D OFF

,t

DANDRUFF,

64c'

All Silks, including plain and fancy effects in Waist patterns, Dress patterns or by the yard,
EXCEPT Messalines and Charmeuse, and Skinners Satin,

0

122,-00-

.jUones"

t

.

0

PLAYS AND PLAYERS

OCTOBER

IIISELF

1
DIVORCE

HISTORY

Albuquerque,

-

ltfv

BABY

his arrival In Albuquerque at 8
yesterday morning,' after having brought train No. 10 over the Al
buquerque division ot the Santa Fe
coast lines, Frank A. Murphy, one of
the most poular trainmen on the
road, was greeted by a member of the
local Btaff of effervescent call boys
that Inhabit the local Santa Fe dispatcher's office. Without preliminary conversation the caller broke it
to Mr. Murphy that during his ab- sence from the city, early yesterday
morning to be exact, a young lady
stranger had arrived at the Murphy
home. Hastening home, Mr. Murphy
found that for once the call boy had
told the truth. In his hurry to get
home Mr. Murphy neglected to send
a report to the trainmaster In Win-slowhich report he is required to
make at the end of each run. Hurrying back to the dispatcher's office
Mr. Murphy scribbled off the follow"
ing consist:
"E. B. M. Winslow. Arrived AQ on
time, 8 a. m., 1 cars, no delays. She
weighs eight pounds or more or my
name isn't Murphy! the image of. her
father and as eweet and pretty as
her mother." (Signed) Murphy."
Telegraphers, experienced flth human characteristics in such emergen- cles, declare that Mr. Murphy was so
rattled when he wrote the report,
that he included in it information intended for relatives in Kansas.
In any event the "classic consist,"
as the Murphy message Is now called,
will cost the popular trainman several Havanas on his arrival in Wins-loon his next run.
The demand for cigars locally was
heavy yesterday among the trainmen,
Frank being required to order new
supplies of selected stogies sev
eral times during the day.

LAS VEGAS DAILY

TRAFFIC WEDDING PRANKS ilLLS

LARGEST

EXCITED OVER

1

work, and Chief Depuiy "ago, K tfero
is at the head of the office tier..
Registry Books.
The registration books from precincts all over the state are arriving
at the office of the secretary of
state, keeping all officials in that office busy assorting them.
River Protection
The state engineer's force is busily
in work along the Rio
engaged
Grande to protect adjacent territory
from overflow.
Incorporation.
Articles of incorporation of the
First Presbyterian church at Amlstad,
Union county, were filed in the olfice
of the corporation commission today,
naming John M. Gill as statutory
agent, and trustees, William E. Dnd-greJohn M. Gill ana William J.
Casebeer. The value of church property Is placed at $l,u0
On November 12.
The D. & R. G. railroad case, in

the proposed establishment of
agencies at Barranca and'Tres Pied-rawhich was to have been argued
before the state supreme court this
week has been postponed until November 12.

today at the wedding of Missi Sadla-Jones-,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Pembroke Jones, and John Russell
Pope
of New York City. The
ceremony
was performed in the old Wrlghts-vill- e
chapel, at Airlie, the counSwearing In a Vote.
try home of the bride's parents, who-arState Secretary Lucero has receivnumbered among the social leaded many letters lately from voters ers of New York
and Newport. The
asking about voting by affidavit on family has been
prominent In' Wilelection day in one's own precinct al- mington since before
the war and
though the voter has failed to regis- still maintains a
home here.
country
ter. After consulting with the attorney general, the secretary has answered the queries stating that there SUFFRAGISTS AT NEW HAVEN
is no reason why an unregistered votNew Haven, Conn.. Oct 31.
The
er may not cast his vote in his own annual convention of the
Connecticut
precinct, upon making proper affida- Woman Suffrage Association
began
vit. The law on the question Is giv- in this city today with a
large and
en in Chapter 64,' 1902, Laws of New
representative; attendance.
Rabbi
Mexico.
Stephen S. Wise of New Vnrt
i,
before the delegates
The
tonight
NOTABLE WEDDING IN SOUTH uuuveuuon
win conclude tomorrow
Wilmington, N. C, Oct. 31. The with the election of officers
for the
Bishop of North Carolina officiated year.
volving1

e

--

1

i

J
DISCONTENT

FADS AND
FASHIONS
New York, October

31.

The

sea-

son of social functions has begun and
evening wraps and costumes have
attained the time of their greatest im- .portance. Every evening entertainment gives an opportunity to study the
styles of the season and it cannot be
denied that they are unusually attractive. At least half of the winter
evening wraps are of brocaded material. Some of the velvets with raised
brocade patterns are superb, and such
a wrap, bordered with sable, skunk or
ermine, Is almost as expensive as one
made entirely of fur. Quantities of
material are used, also. In these new
wraps. The straight narrow garment
is no more, and a modern wrap, off
the figure, resembles nothing so much
as a . huge balloon with slashes
cut at the sides for the arms. When
the wrap Is on, the yards and yards
of rich fabrio.fall In lines of elegance
and grace, but the cut of these wraps
'
is hopelessly .beyond the ken) of the
ordinary dressmaker, for despite its
bagginess and Its fullness the wrap
must take on certain prescribed lines,
and these lines, in combination with,
the voluminous folds, require a skillful hand in the cutting.
No matter how full it may be at
the front, the back of the wrap must
fall straight as a plumb line from
neck to heels, and the folds must
a
sweep forward and upward, giving
long, eloping, flowing effect from the
bust to the back of the knees. Viewed from any angle, also, the wrap
must appear narrow and tapering at
the foot, so that the edge of the gown
and the little booted foot are' Just
visible.
There is. a decided fancy for Red
Riding Hood evening wraps Just at
the moment, and a good proportion of
the Paris models are in geranium,
red called
flame, or a new
fashionis
which
enormously
dahlia,
able. These brilliant wraps are, of
one
, course exceedingly striking, but
or two of them In an' assemblage of
fainter tints are very pleasing.
If one can afford it, fur Is the trimming to be selected for the evening
Nothing is so alluringly bewrap.
coming as a, soft fur collar against
the bare neck and shoulders, and fur
lends a decided suggestion of elegance even to a simple wrap. Chiffon is, however, a modern substitute
'

deep-tone-

d

;

ajid4a-gxtenaiiel-l-

manypf

ised

the most' charming models imported
from Paris.
r
There are very smart
wear
in
afternoon
for
wraps designed
taxi or limousine, these wraps being
or silken fabric
built of
with trimmings of braid, cord or shir-Te- d
A cape of this kind,
puffings.
d
bengaline, with
made of
chiffon over cordbanks of
ing was worn last week over a smart
costume of tobacco brown,
"Txridge
draped over with a tunic of embroidalso In the
ered crepe de Chine,
brown tone. Briwn satin boots with
bronze buttons and Iouis heels ac- three-quarte-

light-colore- d

SIC

DAUGHTER

flOW WELL
Mrs.

C Cole

Tells How Her

Daughter Was Restored to
Health by Lydia EL Pink
ham's Compound.
"I take great pleasure in writing to thank you for what your
medicine has done
i
for my daughter.
"Before taking
.'

.

Fitchville, Ohio.

your medicine she
was all run down,
suffered from pains
in her side, could not
walk but a short distance at a time, and
had severe pains in
head and" limbs. She
came very near hav-- I
ing nervous prostra
tion. She had begun to cough a, good
deal and seemed melancholy by spells.
She tried two doctors but got little help.
cannot find words to express my
's
gratefulness for what Lydia E.
Vegetable Compound has done for
my daughter. She feels and looks like
another girl since taking it, and I shall
always feel that I owe you a great debt
" You can use this letter for the benefit of others if you wish, as I shall always recommend your medicines for feC. Cole, Fitchmale troubles."-M- rs.
ville, Ohio.
Hundreds of such letters from moth-er- s
Pink-ham-

:

VtGA.I

e

cross-trimme-

'

too.
Blouses

tjpe

with the upper part in
briche crepe and the lower part of
the suit material and with a little
line of fur defining the union of the
two are good looking, and there are
numerous pretty simple blouses entirely of croche crepe or satin.
There is much red used this season, more than in any recent year,
and it ranges through many lonely
shadings, the old reds, the poppy
reds,' the American Beauty and fuchsia tones, the tera cottas, the mahoganies and frank crimsons, flame and
geranium lines.
Gorgeous evening frocks are built
In red , velvet or silk or chiffon and
fur and gold, and look less theatrical
than one Vould imagine from their
description. Stunning street costumes
are fashioned of the soft, fleecy woolens, such as velours de lalne, peau
de chamois or ratine, in warm yet
soft shades of rouge ancien and quite
without trimming save perhaps some
fur. Afternoon and informal at home
frocks of crepe in some one of the
poppy or fruit reds are immensely
popular.
A new feature in the autumn modes
is the alliance of the long redlngote
of soft satin with the undergown of
gauze or velvet. These lovely materials are of a large floral design carried out in threads of gold or silver.
The exquisite brocades In tones of
mauve or blue are especially admired.
The shot effect that is admired so
much In the fashionable silks is to be
noted' at present in the newest millinery, the iridescent effect of the
feather plumage of the new hats suggesting the changeant tones of taffetas.
;

Scarfs of ostrich feathers are the
correct thing, as they are very much
worn in Paris. They are either very
short or of medium length. The long
ones are usually for evening wear.
Double maline and tulle ruffs are
worn in black and white, tied around
the neck with velvet 'ribbons.
FLORENCE

FAIRBANKS.

H. E. Archer, merchant of West-over- ,
expressing their gratitude for what
Ala., states:
"My boy had a
ComPinkham's
Vegetable
Lydia E.
severe attack of acute bronchitis, so
rebeen
have
pound has accomplished
severe he could not get out of bed for
ceived by the Xydia E. Pinkham Medi- a week. The first few doses of Focine Company, Lynn, Mass.
ley's Honey and' Tar relieved him
Young Girls, Heed This Advice. and before we had given him the con
Girls who are troubled with painful or tents of one bottle, he was well. Fo
and Tar Compound
is
irregular periods, backache, headache, ley's Honey
our house. It If
dragging-dow- n
sensations.fainting spells kept continuallyandIn effective."
G
O.
safe
or indigestion, should immediately seek perfectly
Red Cross Drug C6.
restoration to health by taking Lydia E. Schaefer' and
Adv.
.'inkham's Vegetable Compound.

GEORGE 13 WORRIED
DISLOYALTY IN HIS
SEA FORCES.

London, Oct. 31.

The growing

AT

dis-

content among the enlisted men of
the British navy is causing King
George considerable anxiety,
Recently his majesty has had a
number of personal conferences with
Winston Churchill, first lord of the
admirallty, for the purpose of getting
at the real causes of the alarmingly
increased number of desertions and
the decreasing proportion of
and of devising remedies
therefor.
'
When the king was an active off
of the fleet he took a lively inte--eIn the welfare of his men and
the conditions
under which they
worked. At the Ime he urged upon
the authorities a nnmoer of improvements; some of which since have
been put into effect. His activity resulted mainly in the direction of abolishing harsh and senseless forms of
punishment that were relics of the
old wooden ship days.
But, thus far only the fringe of the
It is
problem has been touched.
doubtful if even the king himself fully appreciates the extent of the resentment pervading the lower deck
against modern conditions of sea life
and work. Admirallty officials gen
erally recognize It, however, and ad-mlttedly view the situation with grave
concern. In a navy less rigidly disciplined, or whose men are less securely anchored by the chains of tradition, the present disaffection might
develop readily Into open revolt.
The question of pay is only one of
the numerous causes. The wage of
the ordinary British seaman nowadays Is very' little more than It was
In Nelson's time, and ha3 not been
changed at all in the last 50 years,
despite the enormous increase In the
cost of living.
After a man has
bought the additional food which
also has not been increased or improved in half a century he has on
the average about 16 cents a day left
for himself, or to provide for his fam
ily if he has been so unfortunate as!
to acquire one. The rates of pay for
the various classes of seamen are
about half those of the, American
navy, without many of the allowances
and privileges accorded the Yankee
bluejacket. Slight additional pay Is
given for extra proficiency in gunnery, but that goes to only a selected
ic--

st

1

few.

There Is no Increased compensation
for the married men, as there Is in
the British army, and no allowance
for railroad fare or reduction in the
price of his ticket, if leave Is gien
when the ship is at a distance from
his home. Consequently, it frequently
happens that seamen waste what little ready money they have around the
dockyard towns because It is insufficient to take them to their families.
Very few British seamen are able to
send to heir wives more than ?10 a
month.
Even this means that they
must retain nothing for themselves
besides resorting to
"dobeying"
(washing other men's clothing for a
price), shoe mending, halrcuttlng and
shaving In order to make tip the scanty pittance.
The seamen not only buys his own
kit, but is required to keep it up to
the regulation standard. Frequent
changes of pattern compel the purchase of new articles. Incidentally,
the price of white duck has increased

CLEAN

OPTIC, THURSDAY,

OCTOBER

suffered wlti
Jonesvllle, S. C.-- -"I
womanly trouble," writes Mrs. X S
Kendrick, in a letter from this place,
"and at times, I could not bear to Btand
on my feet The doctor said I would
never be any better, and that I would
li2.ve to have an operation, or I would
have a cancer.
I went to the hospital, and they oper
ated on me, but I got no better. They
said medicines would do me no good,
and I thought I would have to die.
At last I tried Cardui, and began to
Improve, so I continued using it Now,
I am well, and can do my own work.
I don't feel any pains.
Cardui worked like a charm."
There must be merit in this purely
vegetable, tonic remedy, for women
Cardui for it has been in successful
use for more than BO years, for the
treatment of womanly weakness and

disease,'
Please try it, for your troubles.

.

N. B. Write tn: Ladles' Advisory Dept. Chattanooga Mrdiclne Co., Chattanooga, Term., for Spwta
Instruction), and
book, "Home Treatmaat
lor Wojneo," taut In plain wrapper, oj requaat.

cents a yard and that of flannel
cents, since the present scale of
pay was established.- - It is charged,
also, that owing to the excessive rental levied by the admirallty for running canteens the price of 'provisions
has been inflated unduly.
Unnecessary rigor of discipline and
overwork, due partly to insufficient
manning and partly to the constant
fear that at almost any time England
may be called upon to "defend her
supremacy of the seas, are other
sources of complaint. There is also a
woeful lack of ventilation on the
sleeping decks, where the men swing
within a few Inches of the deck
above, giving rise to frequently recurring cases of pulmonary diseases.
Objection Is made to the
hammock the style used almcst from
the time men first went to sea
which sp tramps the occupant that le
has .ivtlo opportunity for real re.it.
In some of the ships the stokeholds are often only 'half manned,
with no payment for overtime or other recognition of the extra toll entailed.
The real seat of the whole trouble
may be found in the fact that while
the British government is spending
millions of pounds yearly on machine
efficiency it practically disregards
the human elfeitifent Leaders of the
labor party have taken up the cause
of the lower deck, nowever, and intend in the present session of parliament to press for action which will
result in a general betterment of conditions for the men behind the guns.
It is proposed that a labor adviser De
appointed on the admiralty board and
a commission named to investigate
and report on the various questions
of pay, allowances,
manning, food,
clothing, sanitary conditions, marriage, etc.
20
25

Wm. A. Allen, Chacon, K. Met,
writes: "My wife had a cough that
nearly choked her to death, the worst
ever saw. We tried everything we
could think of but did her no good.
By good luck I happened to get a bottle of Foley's Honey and Tar, Compound and it helped her at once. It
is the best cough medicine I ever
heard of. 0. G. Schaefer and Red
Cross Drug Co. Adv.

Here Is a woman who speaks from
personal knowledge and long experience, viz., Mrs. P. H. Brogan, of Wilson, Pa., who says, "I know from experience that Chamberlain's Cough
Remedy Is far superior to any other.
For croup there is nothing that excels it." For sale by all dealers
Adv.

YOOR LIVER AND

30 FEET

OF BOWELS WITH "SYRUP

OF

FIGS"

MORE EFFECTIVE THAN CALOMEL, CASTOR OIL OR SALTS; GENTLY
CLEANSES THE STOMACH, LIVER AISD BOWELS WITHOUT
CHILDREN
NAUSEA OR GRIPING
DEARLY LOVE IT.
.

You know when your liver is bad,
when your bowels are sluggish. You
feel a certain dullness and depression,
perhaps the approach of a headache,
your stomach gets sour and full of
gas, tongue coated, breath foul, or you
have indigestion. You say, "I am
bilious or constipated and I must take

something tonight
Most people shrink from a physic;
they think o( castor oil, calomel, salts
or cathartic pills.
It's different with Syrup of Figs.
Its effect is as that of fruit; of eating
coarse food;' of exercise. Take a
of delicious Syrup of Figs
tonight and you won't realize you
have taken anything until morning,
when all the clogged up waste matter, sour bile and constipation poisons
move on and out of your system, with

out gripe, nausea or weakness. Nothing else cleanses and regulates your
sour, disordered stomach, torpid liver
and thirty feet of
d
bowels like gentle, effective Syrup of Figs.
Don't think you are drugging yourself.
Being composed entirely of luscious
figs, senna and aromatlcs it can not
cause injury.
If your child Is cross, sick and
feverish, or its little stomach sour,
tongue coated,' give Syrup of Figs at
ence. It's really all that is needed to
're children well and happy again.
They dearly love Its pleasant taste.
Ask your druggist for the full name
"Syrup of Figs and Elixir of Senna,"
and look on the label for the name
California Fig Syrup Company. That,
and that only, is the genuine. Refuse
any other fig syrup substitute with
contempt.
waste-clogge-

31,

F
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THREE

BERLIN IS CRAZY
OVER GAMES OF

After Operation Failed to Kelp
Cardui Worked Like a Charm.

TO NAVY
KING

DAILY

cardui Forked
LIKE k CHAD

HAS

CAUSED LOSS

companied the costume, which was
made complete by a hat of brown bengaline trimmed with shaded plumes.
The high collar and the' dlrectolre
collar are particularly noticeable In
connection with the new costume
coats and separate coats, many of the
smartest models showing this type of
collar In place of the more familiar
flat collar and revers, shawl collar,
eta The new coat Is very likely to
fasten snugly across the chest, though
it may be so ,to the base of the throat
but has a high collar of fur clasping
the throat tightly. Other models
have the high, close straight or rolling dlrectolre collar ending on each
side of the chin in front. Still others
have fronts crossing to leave a slight
point below the chin and having flat
or low rolling collars beginning a little in front of the shoulders on each
side of the front. Or, perhaps, the
coat is quite collarless, though still
high cut and a lltle fur cravat or
other fur Is to be worn with it.
The exceeding thinness and filmi-nes- s
of the upper portions of the
blouses or bodices belonging to smart
three piece costumes doubtless has
much to do with the raising of the
coat protection across he chest.
There are many frocks built up almost entirely of thick, soft, fleecy
woolen material, frocks, that seem altogether too warm for any indoor
wear, but the frock of the three-pieccostume Is usually of exceeding thinness in the upper part of the bodice.
Some times the whole bodice is
tain and the sheer stuff even runs
down into the skirt, but more often
the skirt material runs up into the
bodice in some fashion.
Separate
blouses are not indorsed by most of
the French designers .though several
of the great houses show a few delightful white blouses, but that does
not affect the fact that the practical
costume blouse will be worn by a majority of womankind.
There are more pretty blouses in
crepe and soft silk than there have
been in recent years, but the chiffon
blouse matching the costume is still
very popular. In its best form this
fall it is likely to have long sleeves
and some sort of full length front
trimming or a little waistcoat arrangement instead of the transparent
front, but
guimpe and
there are plenty models .oL the. Jitter,

;
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CHANCE
VICE OF GAMING IS TAKING
SESSION OF GERMAN
CAPITAL

POS-

Berlin, Oct 31. 'Berlin is suffering
from the gambling craze. Hardly a
week has passed this summer without bringing the announcement of
some gambling scandal;
suicides,

flights, and disgrace have been the
more usual consequences of the epidemic, which is greater in tbe German capital at present than in any
other city.
In August two leading Berlin lawyers who gambled heavily disappeared. One was found dead in the Seine
near Paris, and letters in his pocket-booshowed that he had ruined himself by high ,play. The other fugitive has not been traced.
,
One hears constantly of business
men, merchants, and actors who have
gone bankrupt, and officers who have
been forced to resign from the army,
owing to the fact that they had be
come Involved in "debts of honor."
The Increase in gambling is due
principally to the fact that many Ger
mans have made great fortunes rapidly, and have become addicted to
luxurious living.
Within the last
quarter of a century Berlin has become a .luxurious capital, and as it is
unable to rival Paris and London in
beauty and charm, it tries to outdo
them in extrvagance and ostentation.
A great
wave has
swept over the empire, and the old,
frugal "Moltke spirit," to which, it Is
alleged, Germany owes her greatness,
no wis considered an. antiquated legend, unworthy of the present-dastandard of living.
Leading politicians, like Prince
Buelow, have felt keenly the danger
of this national abandonment of the
"discipline 'of denial;" they have given their countrymen frequent and solemn warnings. Nevertheless, high
living has increased steadily in Berlin, and expensive hotels, restaurants
and night cafes have multiplied ra-

LOOK FOR THIS SIGN ON LEADING GARAGES

The superiority of Michelin Tires
is recognized all over the World

k

money-spendin-

You

cannot know what a
good tire is until you try a
Michelin properly inflated

IN STOCK BY
Las Vegas Auto & Mch. Co.
East Las Vegas, N. M.

FOLLY EQUIPPED

$1,050

AT YOUR
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pidly.
.Germans
knew virtually nothing
about club life until an American
opened a club In Berlin some five
years ago and fitted it with a gambling room. Its papula!'-?- - was such
that othe clubs were established
speedily, and now Berlin possesses the
finest and most luxurious gambling
resorts in Europe.These clubs range from palatial
mansions, where princes and high officials can stake fortunes in privacy,
down through the social scale to primitive cafes, where workingmen and
waiters congregate when they have
received their wages.
One of the most popular clubs was
the Travelers, founded by some
noblemen, including a former warm friend of the emperor. His
majesty sent a dispatch to the club
committee the day the premises were
opened "wishing all success to the
undertaking, and hoping that it would
fulfill its pupose."
Its purpose was fulfilled all too well,
and! the club had to be closed some
months later. Socialist newspapers
made much of the scandal, and pub-

lished the kaiser's congratulatory
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a porter demands the secret password
at the door.
These resorts are filled with players night after night
In the case
of private .clubs the police cannot Interfere, but the public prosecutor haiS
been active in suppressing many less
carefully conducted, gambling dens.
J. C. Ray, Winfield, Ala., says: "My
father, T. J. Ray suffered with kidney
and bladder trouble so bad he had to
s
use a catheter. Various kldDey
were tried without result, and
rem-?die-

&

Co.

Fowler Preps

stomach are their most common ailment To correct this you will find
Chamberlain's Stomach
and Liver
Tablets excellent They are easy and
pleasant to take, and mild and gentle
In effect For sale by all dealers.
Adv.
W. A. Rimes, Rust on. La., writes:
'Sometime ago I took Foley Kidney
Pills, and must confess the results
have been marvellous, for I feel like
a new man. I suffered from kidney
and bladder troubles, but Foley Kidney Pills fixed me. I will recommend
them to all sufferers from kidney trouble." O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross
Drug Co. Adv.

finally we gave him Foley
Kidney
Pills. In three days he could pass
some water and on the fifth, no longer needed a catheter. He continued
to use Foley Kidney Pills until entirely cured." O. G. Schaefer and Red
Sick headache is caused by a disCross Drug Co. Adv.
ordered
stomach. Take Chamberlain's Tablets and correct that and the
For Mile
If you have young children you have headaches will disappear.
perhaps noticed that disorders of the by all dealers. Adv.

tele-

gram.

It is well known that the emperorii
sternly opposed to gambling, and hi
has endeavored, but without great
success ,to stamp it out of the army
The Berlin clubs contain large numbers of young officers who play heavily. The emperor especially has opposed the participation In gaming of
the officers of his favorite regiment,
the Potsdam foot guards. Some
months ago he went so far as to expel from the army two young and
promising officers, one the son of a
leader In the Prussian diet, and the
other the son of a Prussian general.
This drastic action had no effect,
owever. A little later the names of
17 officers who had ruined themselves
and were unable to discharge their
"debt' of honor" were published on
their expulsion from the army.
Gambling is possible for every man
who can afford to pay the entrance
fee to a
private club. These
clubs are innumerable in Berlin. The
fee usually Is $5. Rich foreigners often are entrapped by members who
make a profession of gambling.
The victim believes he is dining at
an ordinary club, and usually forms a
high opinion of German hospitality.
After dinner he is skillfully piloted to
the card table and permitted' to los
a large sum to his hosts.
The lowest class of gambling denB,
and probably the most numerous, can
be found In the back rooms of many a
Berlin restaurant or cigar shop. The
stakes vary from $5 to $500. To avoid
the Intrusion of Indiscreet Individuals

Houses
Without
Chimneys
YOUseethem

builders'

and

shacks
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contractors'

for every
sort of purpose.
Almost invaria

bly they are
warm and comfortable in
weather by the
Wherever

fur-

Smokeless

01

naces or ordinary
stoves cannot be used.
or wherever ordinary heat is not sufficient there you
find need for one of these handy Perfection Heaters.
If you've a, house without a chimney, or a cold
spare room, or a balky furnace, you will appreciate the
Perfection Heater.

Made with nickel trimming (plain steel or enameled turquoUe-blu- e
Ornamental.
Lasts for years.
Inexpensive.
drumi).
Easily moved from place to place. At dealers everywhere.
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by the iseashore for a solitary but NEW YORK STOCK. EXCHANGE.. harden. The opening ranged from a
New York, Oct. 311 Further reas- shade down to V4 cent up. December
bracing swim, and last, but perhaps
more unforgivable of all, there has suring advices from abroacl, vhere started at 91 to 91V4;)s, the some
been.no refutation of the latest al- settlements were proceeding in .order, change from last night as the market
discovered secret, namely, that helped in great measure today to- - taken altogether, rose to .H?et The
TO leged
he has gone to the placid waters of wards recovering from reCefit" shaiV cloFe was steady at 91'i for Decem-Lake Pledlluco and there, while stay- declines. The rally In progress a bef,,a gstln of 3.8Vi net
was
close
December corn opened a sixteenth
continued,
ing as the guest of the village priest, yesterday's
and
an intimate friend, has learned to though with some moderation and to 54
higher at 52 to 52
drive the motor boat presented to him caution. Reading, Steel and Union sagged to 51. The close was steady
Pacific made up the bulk of the light with December at 52'&, a set adby Cardinal O'Connell at Boston.
cent.
&
IN THREE DAYS HE GOT CARDIDespite, however, the sensation cre- business at advances approximating a vance at
ated in conservative Vatican circles point or better and Canadian Pacific
December oats started unchanged
NAL'S HAT AND PAPAL SECRETARYSHIP
by this discovery, the more progres- also registered a substantial advance. to a shade off at 32 to 32 V4 and resive Catholic press is pointing out There were no outstanding features, acted to 32.
Provisions advanced with hogs,
returned however, except the professional n'a- Rome, Oct. 31. Cardinal Merry del that his eminence having
uninand having resumed his duties, the ture of the trading and the firmness jrade was on a large scale. First
Val has just leaped again, quite
fact resulting from transactions varied from 2 cents
tentionally, into the limelight of Ro- great Catholic world promises to of money, this last
'
resources. cime to-- 7 cents gain, with January
local
on
drain
beman publicity. This time it is be move on fully as smoothly as ever
'
Bonds were steady.
at $18.45 to $18.47'2 for pork; $10.6a
cause his eminence has just returned fore.
and
cent
Six
bemoney
for lard and $9.95 to $10
fairly to $10.67
from his summer's vacation, and
per
for
Harriman
SeptemThe
ribs.
for
cause on that vacation he is alleged
earnings
good
closing quotations were:
WHITE SLAVER ARRESTED
were the offsetting features of the
to have indulged indiscriminately in
Wheat, Dec. 91 i: May 96.
Albuquerque, N. II., Oct. 31. That ber
by dullathletic sports and pastimes.
Corn, Dec. 52; May 51.
That, Phillip Raynor, arested here yester noon hour, which was marked
'
'
'
Oats, Deo. 32; May 33.
according to those who have occu- day afternoon by Chief of Police Tho- ness.
In the' late afternoon when money
Pork, Jan. $18.62.
pied themlseves with It, is something mas MoMillln, and held in the city
that no cardinal ever before has done. jail, is en important prisoner, is In rose to 7& per cent the market fell Lard, Jan. $10.67.
Ribs, Jan. $10.00.
Only 47 years old an age at which dicated by the further information re into a state of absolute apathy with
few men have ever been, or are, cre- garding the man received from Felix a material shading of prices.
The market closed firm. The marated cardinals and yet occupying the O'Neill, chief of police of Denver.
KANSAS CITY LIVE STOCK.
second highest and what is consider- Chief McMillin received a telegram ket came to almost a complete stand
Kansas City, Mo., Get. 31. Cattle
ed by many the most important and last evening from Denver, saying that still In the last hour when anouey ad
Reclpts 4,500, including 500 southmost powerful position in the Catho- Raynor is charged with white slavery, vanced to 8 per cent, but without erns. Market steady. Native steers
lic church, Cardinal Merry del Val is .that the government has taken over further effect upon prices. j'
steers $4.25
$6.50010.75; souther
The closing sales were: ' ' J,
always a figure, every detail of whose' the case and that a federal warrant
.00; southern cows and heifers $3.40
'
83
Copper
dally life is a matter of Interest for has been sent to the United States Amalgamated
5.25; native cows and heifers $3.40
;..122
those who live at Rome. That, too, marshal here for the detention of the American Beet Sugar
stackers and feeders $4.50
g7.50;
Atchison
.....108 7.25; bulls $4.005.25; calves $5.00
has been the case from the day Pope prisoner. '
'
Pius X lifted him from a mere sec!.';;. .'132 9.50; western steers $5.00 8.50; west"Have a clear case against Raynor," Great -- Northern
114
retaryship to the purple of a cardinal, is one sentence In the message re New York Central ....
ern cows $3.506.50.
124
and thrqp days later appointed him ceived by. Chief McMillin from Den Northern Pacific
strong
Hogs Receip's i,000.
.......170
Reading .
ver.
papal secretary of state.
to 5 cents higher. Bulk of sales $7.40
109
Born or Spanish parentage in LonRaynor is 26 years old and appears Southern Pacific
7.70; heavy
$7.607J5; packers
.169
don October 15, 18C5, Cardinal Merry to be a "dope" fiend. Raynor declares Union Pacific
and butchers $7.507.75; light $7.35
t.. 75
del Val is believed to have inherited he was shanghied out of Denver Sat United States Steel
7.65; pigs $5.506.50.
much of his special aptitude for his urday night because of his knowledge
Sheep Receipts 5,000. Market 10
present high position from his fath- of a white slavery case soon to be
cents higher. Muttons $3.504.S5;
CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE
er, a Spanish diplomat and ambassa- tried there. He claims he was "dopChicago, Oct. 31. 'Fear that the Ar- iambs $6.007.25; range wethers and
dor. Following his studies in Eng- ed" In a Denver1 saloon, taken to the
range ewes
gentine crop has had too much rain yearlings $4.0'5C.O0;
land, Merry del Val came to the Acad Union station and placed on a train caused the , wheat market today to $2.50(4.25
emy of the Noble Ecclesiastics at for Albuquerque, being accompanied
Rome to finish his education.
By here by two men, who disappeared
Pope Leo he was appointed to a po- immediately after placing him in a
sition in his entourage' known as a local hoteL
Chief McMillin is of the opinion
"participating camerier to the pontifical throne." A little later he was in that Raynor is not telling all he
YOUR MONEY
MOST
trusted with a diplomatic mission to knows regarding his alleged connecCanada, and March 13, 1897, was ere" tion with the white slavery charge
ated a domestic prelate. Two years against him. It is expected that the
later he was elected president of the warrant vill arrive here for service
'
Academy of Noble" Ecclesiastics, In on Raynor tomorrow, being scheduled
ROOSEVELT FEELS GOOD.
which
had
he
completed his education to leave Denver today.
Oyster Bay, N. Y , Oct. 1. ApparIn
Rome.
less
than another year he
at
ently none the worse for his exertions
en
of last night, Colonel Roo3eveli was was made a titular archbishop
of
but
the
rank
ah
Old papers tor sate,
archbishop
joying
at work today. Although It was well
optic office
past midnight when he reacned his not conducting the actual affairs of
and in 1900 was sent
home from New York, he saT3 be an archdiocese
felt thoroughly
refreshed after a as representative of Pope Leo XIII
night's sleep and will go back to to the coronation ' of 'king Edward of
Madison VSqUare"' Garden tomorrow England.
Then came the 'combination of cir
night for the rally in behalf of the
state progressive ticket Mr. Roose cumstances which brought about his
velt is down fora speech, but prob- meteoric elevation to' the papal secre
taryship of state. At the time of the
ably will talk a few minutes.
death of Pope Leo the position of
I
fl l V ftN
I "I"
secretary to the Sacred college, and
FUNERALS OF VICTIMS.
we have the pleasure of surprising: men with
Every
day
WAS,to
was
which
to
elect
the conclave
San Antonio, Tex., Oct. 1. Funer
the excellence of the Ready-for-WeClothes that we sell at
als of the five Sisters of Charity who a papal successor, was vacant. Merry
'
this
price.
popular
for
sacrificed their lives in order to res del Val was chosen temporarily
cue 100 children from the burning tot. the position. With the assembling
Unless a man has actually sen how fine these garments
Joseph's orphanage, took place to of the conclave the position was con,fV
,1 U
the cloth, noted the fine tailor finishing, tried
Kostka Farrell, firmed by that body and a little later
day. Sister Mary
see
how perfectly it is shaped it is hard for
on the coat to
.
whose back was broken when she by the newly elected Pope Pius
him to realize that such a moderate price will buy a Suit
for
still
but
she
jumped
life,
lives,
i:..U
or Overcoat of such excellent quality. Every new weave
cannot recover. The death list now
Pope Plus, however, had been atstands at eight the five nuns and tracted to the secretary during the
style and fabric requested at these prices.
session of the conclave' which had
three foundlings.
elected him pope, and two months
ATTORNEY DEFENDS HIMSELF
later startled the entire Catholic
Los Angeles, Cal., Oct. 31. Deny world by creating him suddenly a carcontention made by the dinal and three days later naming
ing every
prosecution In the case of Mrs. Alma him papal secretary of state.
SPECIAL
While it might have been possible
Jones, a colored woman, former City
Prosecutor Guy Eddie took the wit- for much of the Catholic hierarchy of
Our regular 6.50 line of Boys Suits and Overcoats in.
ness stand today In his own behalf. Italy to have forgiven the fact that a
eluded in this two day sale. Suits in fancy cassimeres,
Eddie is charged with contributing man 38 years old had been lifted
to the delinquency
of Mrs. Jones, over the heads of veteran cardinals,
tweeds, and cheviots, also standard fall weights of blue ser
who is 19 years-oldwho previous to their elevation had
ges, in double and single breasted styles from 6 to 18 years. Small Boy's Overcoats in militairy
grown gray in the diplomatic service
and combination styles 2j to 10, and Overcoats made with convertible collars, 9 to 17.
BIG BOND ISSUE
of the Vatican, it could not overlook
Phoenix, Ariz., Oct. 31. The county and never has overlooked the. fact
Oiwsifay
road supervisors of Arizona, In con- that in the appointment of Merry del
vention here today, voted unanimous- Val, this most Important and most
0
in the Catholio
ly to ask the state to issue $10
powerful position
in bonds for feood roads building, church went out of the hands of the
to be distribute! in the counties in ac- Italians, who previously always, had
cordance with their assessed valua- controlled it,, and passed into those of
tions. Every county was represent- a foreigner.
e
It,is important that a man who is being introduced to. the idea of
underwear get
ed.
That, perhaps, more than any one
is
the right kini. Otherwise he likely to take on a lifelong prejudice that will separate him from
other thing is what has kept Cardinal
.it; ''"i
a lot of comfort. Therefore we take pains
SUSPECTED TRAIN ROBBERS.
Merry del Val ever in the Roman press
.... j r aDavenport; Jffwa, vp$.Ut$tr-Thre- e
and.. .ever;. before, the Roman eye. In
to, ,have nothing but the right kincl, , and.
to
men, seen wegt,,of .this, city, early
thes. past, scrutinies various phases
double-ipainto see that the ! man is fitted
day are being sought,, by the Daven of the secretary of. state hayef been
We
ask the men who' have not
port police, who say tbey auswer the pafesed upon, such as r,h!s extraordinIf you are Interested in a
properly,
'
description of the men who held up ary mastery of the modern languages.
Victor Machine we will
tried union suits or who have tried, them ,
gladly
and robbed a train near Muskogee, He is fluent not merely In the com
play any music you wish to
with unsatisfactory results to put their-casOkla., several days ago.
hear and demonstrate to you
mon ones of English, French, German
in our hands. If we can't solve the
the Victor Victrola. Just reItalian and Spanish, but others that
ceived a large assortment of
SNOW IN KANSASby a foreigner are seldom if ever
t
it
problem give
up!
,ic
Kansas City, Mo., Oct. 31 The first mastered. Now, however, Interest has
popular music.
.None better than the Superior Union
snow of the season fell over northern centered on the latest disicovery of
'
Kansas and western Missouri' today. his indulgence in athletic pastimes.
Suits. Prices from '
,,
j
In
eastern
snow
of
Nebraska
That peculiarity of the cardinal secReports
$1.25 to $4.00 Garment
and western Socth Dakota also were retary of state is attributed to his
received here. ,
early English training and education.
As a consequence
it is positively
Boonton boasts of a man who land - known that his eminence Is a crack
ed a blackbassl weighing five pounds. rifle shot of skill which would make
'The
Judging from the enthusiasm, we many a sharpshooter famous. In ad
f-- 9 r-take It that he will have to buy a dition he is charged with playing lawn
high hat and get some foreign stamps tennis with the students of the Am
f
lli) L
Is
erican
to
he
attune
ill ViJ
college; It
alleged that
for his suit case in order
drives his, own motor car; It Is. Into his new standing in society.
LAS
sinuated that in the summer he reRead The Optra,
peatedly drove to some secluded spot

TESTIMONY SURPRISES DEFENSE
Mass., Oct. 81. Captain H.
of
Pioctor
the Massachusetts district
1879
ESTABLISHED
police, today la the trial of Joseph
J. Ettor, Arturo Giovannitti and JosPubllsed By
democratic party but they didn't hel eph Caruso, charged with responsibilTHE OPTIC PUBLISHING CO.
New, Mexico,, We ara not Interested, ity for the murder of Anna Loplzzo
In the political schemes of Bouther fdurlng the Lawrence -- textile strike,
(Incorporated)
democrats. We are interested it '.produced a copy of letter trom an oftimes in New Mexico and Nath ficial of the Industrial Workers of
good
EDITOR
M. M. PADGETT
the World, which was found in one
an Jaffa has no other Interest.
of the defendants' pockets when aro
It may be of interest to New Mexi rested.
The district attorney mainlined
co railroad men to call' to mind the
armies
J4J railroaders who wee that the letter showed the purposes
Entered at the postoifice at East wandering up and down the road 'of the organization, but Judge Quinn
lias Vegas, New Mexico, for transmis-ilo- looking for any kind of employment excluded it on the ground that Ettor
through the United States mails to keep the wolf, from the door dur-in- was responsible only for what he had
Its second' class matter.
the last lamented democratic ad- said or done.
ministration. If the men of the rail
Testimony given by Louis La Court,
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
want those "good old timesJback a.zain, an Italian detective who struck up a
with Caruso during
lot them vote for Professor V'oodrow companionship
Dally, by Carrier:
.05 Wilsoh-r-wh,
sneered at ihe dig- the strike, that the defendant had adFer Copy
16
mitted to him that he stabbed "a
One Week
nity of labor and, for Harve..' B.
'
66
One Month
aiways with the big fat policeman" on the night of
7.50 hard times bunch.
One Year
January 29, just before Anna Loplzo
zo was shot, was a complete surprise
Mail
Dally by
Nathan Jaffa has the brains and to the defense.
One Year
k 3.00
the ability and ;the energy and thg
gU Months
POINT FOR DEFENSE.
experience tq ;get results for. New
Mexico in congress. He isa pioneer
Seattle, Wash., Oct. 31. In the
WEEKLY OPTIC AND STOCK
who knows the state like a book; he trial of Edwin F. Meyer, formerly
GROWER
has helped to develop .New Mexico principal clerk to the storekeeper of
2.00
One Year
resources and to build up a great the Puget Sound navy yard and who
Bix Months
commonwealth. -- It is such men as is charged with conspiracy to dej
these- that New Mexico likes to hon- fraud the government in the purchase
or. Vote lor Nathan Jaffa and the of naval supplies, the
(Cash in Advance for Mail Subscrip
tion of Paymaster Oeorge Brown, U.
welfare of 'your state.
tions)
S. N, the present storekeeper was
!.
Eemlt by draft, check or money
concluded today.
He testified that
Is
so
Taft
.rapid
President
gaining
order. H sent otherwise wo will not
could be
of the cam no contract fqr supplies
part
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jast
durlngjthe
loss.
for
be responsible
of the
awarded
without
situation
has
the
tbe
that
paign"
signature
entirely
Specimen copies free on applica
and from an alleged poor commandant of the yard. This was
changed
tion.
third lntbe race he has forged intb considered a strong point for the de'
the lead.'j.';His plain, concise, convinc- fense.
AT
ALL. PAPERS DISCONTINUED
ing and stralghtVjfrom the shoulder
THE EXPIRATION OF TIME
statements of the past two weeks
ORDER AGAINST TAPLINES. '
FOR
PAID
have made him hundreds of thou
Washington, Oct. 31. The inter
sands-o- .
state commission late today amended
votes,;
u
Advertisers are . guaranteed the
its original order in the "tapllne"
Urgeet daily and weekly circulation
Reports, from every county in the case, in such a way as will enable
of any newspaper In northern New state show that the tide for WiUi.-tthe taplines to appeal to the. comMexico.
H. Taft,, prosperity
president, ana merce court for relief. The order deNathan, Jaffa, business candidate, is clares a majority of the taplines are
'"'""' TELEPHONES
settingmore,, strongly :very day in not common carriers and not entitNew" Mexico. It is the busier judg- led to receive from the trunk lines
2
...Main
OFFICE
BUSINESS
Main 9 ment; of the 'business man assert'ii; allowances or divisions of through
NEWS DEPARTMENT
rates. If the order should TO held
valid it will mean a loss of about
1912- a year to the .taplines.
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HAVE YOU A KICK COMING?

-

The democratic clamor for a
"change," and for the election of a
democratic president brings directly
home to every voter In New Mexico
the question as to whether or not he,
personally, feels the need of a change,
'r"""! . he .article, coming on business
umuiio ; uvea ua lulu UiUQB ale
"nard? Does he think he Is getting a
Is. the government
square deal?
which ha helps eupport giving him the
worth o his money T
Let every voter bring the matter
right home to himself.
The democrats seek to make us be
lieve that we are being oppressed and
down trodden, that the rich are getting richer and the poor poorer, that
things are as bad as they could pos
sibly be and that we are pointed
Yet
straight toward the
when you pia them down they admit
that wages are good, that there Is
work for everybody, that the farmers
are jubilant over bumper crops wTiicb
bring good prices, that the' railroads
are working overtime to carry the products of the soil to market, that fac
tories are running night and day, newbanks are starting,, resources are be
ing developed, money invested and
.put Into circulation. Yet they say
we ought to have a "change."
Do you remember the last "change'
the democrats gave us back in 1892'!
Will you ever forget the gloom and
disaster of the panic days of business
stagnation?
The democrats offer the same thing
now that they did in 1892. Their tar
iff platform is the same; they have
the same quack remedies for imaginary troubles.
Do you need this kind of a change?
Or is prosperity good enough as it

OUT LIKE WATER
REPUBLICANS AND DEMOCRATS
ARE 'PREPARING FOR THE
i

Washington, ;'Oot,:!
amounting',. tQ 153,655.92 were received by republican national headquar-

ters last week. according to a supplemental report filed today with the
clerk of the house by George R. Sheldon, treasurer of the republican national: committee, !i The report is in
compliance with the statute requiring
supplemental reports every six days
after, the first, Fepprt.
During thW last six days the democratic national committee received
contributions amounting to
'borrowed ?40,000, according to a supplemental report filed today on fehalfoi? the democratic national committee with the clerk of
the house of representatives. During
this "pertol .the total expenditures

bow-wow- s.

amounted 'to '1205,445.20.
Campaign contributions to both the

-

goes?

'

'

0

- . President Taft has refrained abso

lutelyfrom

t

mud-slingin-

speeches in this campaign.

..

;hf';;)-;EtECTION-

oemocratic national
along toward the
$1,000,000 mark4uring the last week.
Supplemental 'reports filed today with
the clerk of- the house of representatives shovE, that since the first reports
were made Boiif a" week ago the to
tal republican con tributions have increased to $744,088 and the democratic contributions to $815,052. In addition to' that-the
democratic national
committee' has" borrowed $40,000.
Tn4 largest single republican expenditure was $i0,000. That sum was
paid to' 'the; American Association of
Foreign Newspapers, and $10,000 was
paid to eacty of two advertising agen-- i
cies. A Columbus, O., photographer'
was paid' $4,336 for photographs. The
total expenditures covered byi the
'report' were f'lHsoa.
;
Thet bulk -- of 'expenditures of the
democratic''' national committee cov-- '
ered b the supplemental-- ' report ib
shown to have been devoted to state
The largest sum was
organizations.
$50,00u,i .given-- to, Arthur A. McLean
To James Coffey,
oi k.
of Now
chafnnan, at Yankton, S. D., $10,000;
to John F. Shafroth and C. S. Thomas
repuBcafl,i,n,d

wmmitteeV-crawle-

'

-

He has
whifo
ke(ptcalm and
agitators have called him every name
in the dictionary. Now he is present
ing his case to the voters an.l tttej
are listening to him. He deals only
In facts; he points only to a recor'i
of duty faithfully done and to a I'.oim
try more prosperous than at any time
In Its history. Taft has stuck strictly
to business and has been on the job of Denver, f?,D0O; George T. Bradley,
and C. IL Tavenjier, $2,000.
every day In the year. He has made $4,000,
frtreckle3 got $5,000 for orRudolph
beBt
has
the
president this country
"
'
ganization.
ever had. If any man ever deserved
(
level-heade- d

'

'

a vote

of confidence from the Ameri
can people it is Taft and he is going to get It Let New Mexico help
swell the majority.
.
o
la Nathan Jaffa for congressman
the voters have a clean, able, honest,
Independent candidate who thinks foi
himself, works all the time and does
exactly what h thinks Is right. In
congress- he will vote and work for
-

n,

',;--

'

'v.--

AMENDMENT IS POPULAR.
'Oct. 1. Thirty-tw- o
Washington,.
states have notified Secretary Knox
of their? .ratification of the proposed
Income tar amendment to the federal
constitution and four have notified
the state 'fleiiratmeut of their rejection. To become, effective 36 states
three fou, 1j3 of those In the Union
must ratify the amendment,
'

--
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No. S2, Er.cir.osa

New Mexico,

Octooer A. D.

1S12,

Jxrd

of Coocity CommissionCoanty of gan Mloel,
MerksO, la open "s5o.
Board of County Onrr.izsion-er- s
of tb County of San
Miirael, New Mexico.
nrEL ORTIZ,
f;y
Cbaiirman.
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f
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WANT

SOCIETY DIRECTORY
CHAPMAN

COLUMN

I, A. F. A
Regular ' colli
municatlon first and
third Thursday in M

If

fi

RATE

FOR CLASSIFIED
TISEMENTS

NO

LuOQE
A.

NO.
LODGE
DORADO
t,
OF PYTHIAS Me
KNIGHTS
very Monday rv
nlng in Castle HaU.
Vielting Knight an

EL

M.

if r--

oium- -

vmuui

monftn.

r

invited
cordially
syr
R.
N. O. Herman, W,
SocreUury.

ADVER

It;

y.

M-r-

ll

cents per line eacn Insertion.
Estlmite six ordinary wort! to a line. LAS VEOAS COMMANDERY. NO. 2,
No ad to occupy less spac than two
Rl- KNIGHTS TEMPLAR
line. All advertls merits charged
. day ln each ffiomih
will be bookd at space actually set,
without regard to number of word.
t 7:30 p. m C. D.
Tempi
' '
ReCash In advance preferred.
Boucher, a C.i Cha. Twnime.
'
corder.

claimants of Interest adverse to
plaintiff In and to the premises here
inafter described:
You and each of you are hereby
notified that the above entitled cause
has been commenced and Is now
pending in tb district court of the
fourth judicial district of the state
of New Mexico, for the county of San
Miguel, and that Will Lara H. ltapp
is plaiitiff ln said cause and you, together with the board of trustees of
the town of Las Vegas, Browne-Ma- n
Xanaxes Company, The First National
Bank of La Vegas, Charles Ilfeid,
Eduardo Martinez (as trustees ot
Manuela Nelson), The Las Vegaa Sav
ings Bank, John I). W. Veeder;
E. Veeder, Arturo Lopez, Igna- cio (, Lopez, Aetna buildinf Associa
tion, Guaiaiupita Lopez and George
If. Hunker are defendants therein.
That the object of said cause is to obtain a decree quieting the title of
Plaintiff a
against the adverse
claims of any of tbe defendants ln
and to that certain tract of land and
real estate, situate, .'ymg and being
in tbe county of San Miguel and State
of New Mexico, and described aa follows;
Beginning at tbe northeast corner
of section 25, township 16 north,
rang IS east, N. M, P". M.; thence
north VA feet along section lines
to the northeast corner of tract;
these south 75 degree west 2325
feet along wire fence, crossing the
Cailinas river, to center of an arroyo;
thenc along th center of said arroyo, south .'3 degrees 15 minute
west 72 feet; thence along said arroyo south 24 degree west 212 feet;
thenc west 75 feet io the east side
of the light of way of th Atchison,
Topeka and Eanta i'o railway; thence
akiig said right of way, outh 1 de- -

trt

invite.
cordially
il l Chae.
E.
Liebsch
'rt'VJ nler, Cha n e o i

j

'if

i

Ma-aou- ld

V.

LAS VEGAS CHAPTtR No. , ROYAL
ARCH MASONS BWhW convoca

list MccUy la eacn
nmUi at MmobIo Tenv
. M. E.
jflm, at T:U
H. P.; T. O.
, WUHanM,
tion

ja

n

-

I

Blood,
OPTIC'S NUMBER, MAIN f.

Ha

RANSFORO CHAPTER
v

Wanted

Met

rt

ft, O,

.

d
Meets, second
fourth Tuesday evening of each
month Elks Home on Ninth street
and Douglas avenue. Visiting brothers are cordially Invited. P. D.
Exalted Ruler; V. W. Condon,
Secretary.

B. P. O. ELKS

,

L.
.

-

0. 0. MOOSE Meets second and
fourth Thursday evening each month
at W, O, W. hall, Visiting brother
cordially invited. Dr. H. W. HouI,:
Dictator; J, Thornhill, Secretary.

C

JJATTOKNEYBJ

I

4 tkir rrldays in
Mr. T. M. Bowon,
Jans O. Rutladge

Uaseeio TaA.
HUNKER
Worthy Katro,
Geo. H. Hunker
Mr. Oorg Trip,
Worthy
8sretry. Fhon Main SIB, 120 La VegasAttorney
Grand aveno.

rtn;

WANTED
.

ecretary.

-

-

Woman to assist In car
ing for ifi valid. Apply Miss Richley,
0O8 Main avenue.

1

1

Commander.
Harry
Martin, Keeper
Record and Seal

Flv

HUNKER

A

Chester
et

A

Hani

tw.
New Mei

HELP WANTED If you want to ob- FRATERNAL BROTHERHOOD
LOCAL TIME CAHO
NO.
tain a position or better your pres
101 Meat
very Monday night at
ent one, aend your address to Box
O- - R- C Hall, on Bougia av cone, at
EAST SOUND
720, La Vegas, INI. M.
8 (Vftioek.
YTaitlBg
BentWra ar Arrive
cordially weleame. B. JC. Gearing, No. J.... 1:10 p. m.
1:11
WANTED Plain sewing, 510 Main prMfcleat; J. T. Buhler,
Mcrvtary; No. 4. ...11:06 p m
11:10
avenue.
C.

)

Bfj
p.

H. Bally,

tareuner.

8....

No.
No.

1:15 a. m
1:45 p. m

p.

.

1.25 a. m

10... .
I:l
j
Young woman a clerk Jo MODERN WOODMEN
OF AMERICA
"
MmJ
retail store. Must be reliable, neat
Meet In the forest of brotherly
WEST SOUND
and Industrious,
Application will
love at Woodmen of the World hall, No. i. '.. .1:20 p. m.
l:4i p. n
be received by mail only. Potter
on the second and fourth Fridays No. 3... ...6:10 a. m
6:15 p m.
Candy Company,
of each month at S p. m. C. H, No ,',:.;
;
p. m ... t. i4;60
ti
Stewart, Consul; G. Laemmle, Clerk. No.
6:35 p. a...".. 7;00 9
WANTED Porter at JLa Pension
Visiting neighbor are especially
hotel.
welcome and cordially Invited.
WANTED

'

.

.

A-i-

,

.

DEAFNESS CANNOT BE CURED
as they cannot
local
by
LODGE NO. 54t reach the applications,
diseased portion of the ear.
erery flri There is only one way to cure deafFOR SALE Furniture for 10 rooms.
Tuesday of the month In th vestry ness, and that la by constitutional
remedies. Deafness is caused by an
rooms of TVmpia Monteflore at
G23 Grand avenue.
lino'clock p. m.' flaltlna brother are inflamed condition of the mucous
of the Eustachian Tube. When
ing
A.N almost new
Isaac Appel this tube is Inflamed you have a
cordlUly tainted
upright piano at a
President; Char lee Greenclay, Sec rumbling sound or Imperfect hearing,
bargain. Inquire at Plaza hotel.
and when It Is entirely closed, deaf
retary.
ness la the result and unless the In
FOR SALE 8 room modern hous,
flammation can be taken out and This
KNIGHTS
OF
furnace heat Apply B, H. Newlee,
COLUMBUS, COUNC
tube restored to It normal conditions,
NO. 804. Meet second and.
1045 Fifth treet
hearing will be destroyed forever;
nine cases out of ten are caused br
ThU'eday to O. R. C. haB.
catarrh, which Is nothing but an InFOR SALE One house and lot; one
Visiting member art e
flamed condition of the mucous surhouse and two lot.- - A snap for
lnrled.
Peter Emenaker, G. faces.
dlally
cash. Must sell this month
Hee
IC, Richard Devln. T. 8
We will give One Hundred Dollar
for any case of deafness (caused by
Cutler Brothers.
catarrh) that cannot be cured by
- O. O.
F, LA8 VEGA8 LODGE NO Hall's Catarrh Cure. Send for circul1,
Meets every Monday evening
ars, free.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, Ohio.
their hAl on Sixth street All visit
Sold by Druggist, 75c.
lng brethren cordially invited to at
Take Hall' Family Pills for const ..
FOR JtENT Well furnished frdnt
tend. J . 0. FTldeoutiae, N. G.;
pation. Adv.
riora with bath, 1103 Lincoln Ave.
Frank Fries, V. O.; T. M. Elwood
Secretary; Karl Werta, Treasurer
H. M. Beatty, Ltttle Rock, Ark,
FOR RENT Four room furnished
C. V. Hedgcock, cemetery truatee
says: "For the past two years I sufhouse.
Modern except beat 812
fered with kidney trouble had severe
pains across my back and over my
Eighth street
O.
E.
F.
MeeU ftrat and third Tne
hips that almost meant death to me
day evening each month, at Wooc at times. I used several well known
FOR RENT Modern eight room cot
man balL Via! ting Brother
eot kidney remedies, but got no relief un918
unfurnished. Apply
tage,
til I used Foley Kidney Pills. These
M
to
A.
Invited
attend.
dlally
( can truthfully say made me a sound
Eighth street.
Adler, President; El C, W'ard. 8
and well man." O. G. Schaefer and
Red Cross Drug Co. Adv.
retary.
FOR RENT Furnished room
lot

Foi

sio

J. E. ROSENWALD
I. O. of B.

for

For Rent

--

eat 140 feet
degree 25 minute
to th center of the CaUioa river;
',
then
along the center line of a!d
river, north 21 degree 0 minutes
eajst
feet; tbenc north 7i degree 49 minute east 275CI feet, more
or less, to th center of the Pecos
921
light housekeeping.
Linco.,
arro'o; tbenc following the center Avenu.
of th
said Pecos urroyo in a general
northerly d.re;tion to tbe place of be- FOR RENT For Elk
a few
acre, more or choice room in the only,
ginning; containing
New Elks'
P'y" f
tb
t LA? e in. tb center of
Horn
Hja f.',,
Tfty! e Ho
th Spr,i river at th point where
In the atove enUtied action a deOf P4j0
v,v
,
of ft fev on th east aide cree is alao
i;
iight establishing the
REXT One bea room; furnace;
Gro,roo- -r
''
f(Vm5Pl
Theodore estat of plaintiff in and to the la net FOR
ari
t
will
board. 510 Main avenue.
of
$Ufii
fcf;(0'
lraova on tb nortb id of tte above described a against all of the
Nov 12, pyw- Pv-wosid if pro!oed lntcv defendants. H. ll. Lavi, Jr., whose
,vrrt
t tb center of tb said river, sid residence and poKtoffic address is temher 2 last Watson, whose In tif
J'eMi , Ki-- fo
ji
ten estftblibe4 by a East )aa Vegas, New Mexico, Is at ff, acy with Mrs. Bailey had already
Mti
vf K. R, Stafford, Iewf7 Usl- - torney for tb plaintiff in said cause. attracted
j
attention, was immediately
PtvAtM m. 14, Wr-t- Ur
And yoa and each of you are here- - taken Into custody.- - The next day he
garveyof, m lb
Oy:g.t'; Mwoy.(rorftey of tbi trai Thc yoa- fy notifies tnat. unless you enter or ia said to have made a detailed
Hon
Pv.Jf.ct No, lv
.Mx Mtffl 25 degcees rest tf,70 feet can to be entered yor appearance
of the crime to the authoriof r,r,McV
If., a .oiC set io tb erit- - of fonr ia said cause on or befor th 21st ties.
V
f;f-H- oi
La? day of
wjtfc tbe
ofij, , Aftft
A. l, 112, Judgrj,
According to the alleged confession,
t
tM.
fb
to
OTbAs', corocr ment will be entered ascairsfit you in Watson came to Louisiana in the ear-: of tbi tract ar.d which is to tbe north said aoe
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of New Mexico, County of Han
Miguel. In the District Court
William M. Rapp, plaintiff, vs. The
board of Trustees of the Town of
Las Vegas, et ais, defendants.
No. 7452.
To Charles O. Conn and all unknown
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terinion tbrsreof; thence meandering
the center of tte Sapello river to the
point of lglnnlng, eald point of be
ginning bearing north 64 degrees 45
mlnntee e.gt 3,162 feet distant frotrf
the ald southwest corner. Tbe tracl
aforesaid contains 1548 acres, morn
or less, and Is located In Township
1
North of Range 17 east, New Mexico Principal Meridian.
Tbe further object of the said action
Is to obtain a decree adjudging that
each of the defendant ln the said
cause be barred and forever estopped
from having; or claiming any estate,
ri?ht, title or interest in or to the
premises above described or any part
thereof adverse to plaintiff, and said
complaint also prays for general re
lief, and you and each of you are hereby notified that unless yoo enter your
appearance in said cause oa or before
the 20th day of November, 1912, Judg
ment will be rendered against yoa in
the said cause by default and decree
pro confeswr taken therein. Charles
A. KpiesiS and 8. B. Davis, Jr., whose
East Las Vegas,
postofflce address
New Mexico, are attorneys for the
plaintiff in said caage.
EORENZO DKIjGADO,
(Seal)
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Po'rotly

ANT Ads
Are Best

Market Finders
Classified ads, search out the people to whom among all
the particular thing is worth moit.
That property you want to sell is WORTH MOST to someone who reads the ads. in this newspaper and would never
hear of 'your property unless it were advertised here.
Others, who read and answer ads. in this newspaper
d
are anxious to find and pay cash for) books, automobiles
used machinery and furniture, articles of usefulness of an y
sort, and musical instruments.
of those who MIGHT BUY

war,-(an-

As the classified ads. are read by all possible buyers, of all
possible sorts of Jhings, they have come to be the finders of the
best markets!
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OVERCOAT
$ 5.00.
Fifteen, America's Greatest $15.00 Overcoat means to you the
of
I0"'additionalCVtlCa! clots wants at the nomin
of
the
Frankel System Guarantee.
surety
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Any Garment which disappoints its Wearer
in Service will be replaced
FREE
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It is an embodiment of all
you can desire in your clothing.
Its monstrous difference from other high-graclothes lies in its price

L--

'

"

FASHIONS - Always "Present-day.- "
FRABRICS - Always pure wool
WORKMANSHIP - Always

thoroughly shrunk.

hand-tailor-

A

throughout.
truly remarkable overcoat at a truly remarkable
price.
ed

FRANKEL FIFTEEN
America's Greatest $15.00 Overcoat
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torily solve her own problems and ager of one of the
largest sugar planthat there will be no occasion for out- tations of Cuba,
side intervention.
The liberal party candidate for vice
The candidate of thb iberal party president is Rafael
Manduley, gover
for the presidency is Dr. Alfredo Zay- nor of Oriento
province. The candias, the present vice president. The date of the conservative
party for
standard-beare- r
of the conservative second place is
Enrique Jose Varona,
party is General Mario Mtenocal. Both a philosophical writer, former editor
are able men and each has a large and at present a
professor of the Nafollowing. Dr. Zayas is a journalist tional University of Havana.
by profession and is well known as
Unprejudiced observers of the sitRIVALRY BETWEEN THE CANDIan orator. Dr. Menocal is an engin
uation appear inclined to the belief
DATES IS STRONG AND TROUeer and distinguished himself as a
that General Menocal will carry the
BLE IS EXPECTED
military leader in the war for inde election, though the
following of Vice
pendence. Four years ago he was an President
Zayas is still strong. The
Havana, October 31. All Cuba it unsuccessful candidate for
president
awaiting in suspense the outcome of in opposition to Gen. Gomez. For sev chances of General Menocal have
been considerably augumented by his
the great political battle to be fought eral
years past he has acted as man- - recent alliance with
the wing of the
out at the polls tomorrow. Never beliberal party nnder the leadership of
fore in the history of the island reGeneral Ernesto Asbert. The latter
public have the issues at stake in a
was
himself a candidate for the pres
been
so
the
for
campaign
presidency
idency but withdrew from the contest
momentous and never before has the
in favor of General Menocal. Genep
feeling between the opposing parties
a.1 Asbert is
been so high.
vastly popular with the
masses, having risen by his own efThe election tomorrow will be the
Women who bear children and re- forts from a very humble position in
second to be held by Cubans without
American supervision. The first elec- main healthy are thoe who prepare life to the high post he now occupies
tion, that of 1905, when Estrada Pal-m- their systems in advance of baby's as governor of Havana province.
Unless the mother . aids
was elected president for a second coming.
Both conservatives and liberals are
work the crisis
nature
in
its
term, was accompanied by disorders,
strong bids for the large ne
making
finds her system unequal to the
followed by threats oC revolution,
made unnn It. and she ia often gro vote, the former trying to excite
culminating Ja (h outbreak of August loft with weakened health or chronic the animosity of the negroes against
1906, directed by Dr. Alfredo Zayas ailments.
No remedy is bo truly a the liberals on account of fatalities
and General Pino Guerra, and precipi- help to nature as Mother's Friend, to men of their race during the las'
tated the second American interven- and no expectant mother should fail Insurrection in, Oriente, and the latIt relieves the pain and ter
tion. The next election was held in to use it.
seeking to placate them by promdiscomfort caused by the strain on
190S, under Amerip.n
supervision, the ligaments, makes pliant and elas- ises of unconditional pardon to thousand resulted in the choice ot General tic those fibres and muscles which ands of negro prisoners now confined
Jose Miguel Gomez as presilent and nature is expanding, prevents numb- in jails throughout the Island.
Dr. Zayas as vice president
The ness of limbs, and soothes the inflamBesides the president and vice
election was marked by the absence mation of breast glands. The system president, there are to be elected to-thus
being
prepared by Mother's
of any disorders. '
Friend dispels the fear that the crisis morrow thirteen of the twenty-fou- r
The question now uppermost in the may not
of the ninety-fivbe safely met
Mother's senators, forty-nin- e
minds of all persons having the wel- Friend assures a
speedy and complete representatives who compose the low- - j
fare of Cuba at heart is whether or recovery for the mother, and she Is er house, the governors of the six
not the republic can hold an honest left a healthy woman to enjoy the provinces Into which the island Is
or ner
and orderly election for tbe presiden- rearing
dividedand mayors, councilmen and
child.
Mother's
deof
submission
a
the
with
loyal
cy
minor officials in ninety-fivmunici- Friend la sold at
feated party to the will of the major- drug stores.
palities.
future with tVrite for our free
Many view the
ity.
During the closing days of the cam- for expect
grave forebodings, but the more con- book
the opposing parties have
paign
ant
mothers
contains
which
much,
servative of all of the rival parties valuable
su h a state of rivalry that
reached
information, and many sugand political factions express the bestreet fights and incipient riots have
gestions of a helpful naturaT
lief that the republic will satisfac B3ADFIELD RECUIATOR CO., AdnU. Cs. been frequent Today the cooler

CUBAN

I'M

ELECTION

.OCCUR

TOMORROW

-

beads on both sides are counselling
moderation, and the usual precautions taken by the authorities in Havana and elsewhere to prevent disorder at the polls have met with general approval. Both parties realize
that recourse to arms in the settlement of election difficulties will almost inevitably precipitate American
intervention, but grave fears are felt
over the outcome of the election nevertheless. In the present state of the
public mind it appears to be likely
that many on both sides would as
soon face another Intervention as to
submit to the rule of the opposition
When
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From Baker's IW. Riisv
Same
Family Shoe Stores.
careful attention' as tho you
called in person. Satisfaction
or your money back. Over
500 different styles in Men's
Women's and Children's
shoes from which to select.

e

e

if PAYS TO

BUY

ADVERTISED GOODS
Because the advertiser has done something: to inspire confidence.
He has not only explained the value and usefulness of his
prod
uct, but has put his personality and reputation behind his
statements.
He can be trusted because his very business 'existence is at stake.
He believes in his goods to the extent of investing his
capital, nor
only in making the goods right, but in advertising, which
will not prove permanently profitable if he fails to make
good secure repeat orders.
The advertising is not only a protection to the trade name, but it
is the advertiser's guarantee of
quality.
You are justified in being suspicious of. unadvertised
goods', because, however much confidence the dealer or manufacturer
may have in them, he has not enough faith in them to. spend
money in telling others of their goodness.
.

It Always

Pays

to Buy

Advertised Goods

Send for New

Fall Catalog

.
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the best medicine obtainable so as to
cure it With as little rielnv na una.
sible. Here is a druggist's oninion:
I have sold Chambrlain"
Pnnh
Remedy for fifteen years," says Enos
ijoiiar or Saratoga, Ind., and consider it the best on the market" For
sale by all dealers. Adv.

WHY'

j
1

Largest retailer of Shoes
west of Chicago.
EiRht
stores in Los Angeles., Sun
Francisco and Portland.

.

C. H. BAKER

V

MS

ANGELES

F. A. Wootsey, a brakeman at Jacksonville, Texas, says: "I was down
with kidney trouble and rheumatism
so bad I could hardly get up, and had
backache all the time, and was almost
tired of living. I saw an ad of Foley
Kidney Pills and after taking one bot

tle I was better, and when I had taka bottle of Chamberlain's
en two more I was thoroughly cured." purchased
Cough Remedy for his boy who had
O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross Drug a
cold, and before the bottle was all
Co. Adv.
used the boy's cold was gone. Is that
not better than to pay a five dollar
doctor's bill? For sale by all dealers.
J. W. Copeiand, of Dayton, Ohio, --AdV'
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LAS Vt'.GAS DAILY OPTIC,

LOCAL NEWS

LARGE NAT! 5fE ONIONS
'
Fully Matured

FANCY STOCK
GOOD KEEPERS

IT WILL PAY

urns,

YOU TO LAY IN

Light automobile
o'clock this evening,

Insurance

20

lamps

for family use
25c each

PHONE MAIN 379

at 5:45

A SUPPLY

Hfifij

The fun at the Elks' country Hal
lowe'en party to be held at the Elks'
home this evening will start at 8
o clock. Elks are asked to be there
on time and bring their ladles. All

3 BUNCHES FOR
i

.

r. f

guests are to be dressed in rube cos
tumes and have a heap of fun. '

Tomorrow evening at the Elks'
home the sixth game in the Elks
bowling tournament will be rolled by
the Anton and Hoke teams. The
game Is scheduled to commence
t
8:30 o'clock. All Elks and their llv
dies are cordially Invited to attend.

JAM. STEARNS
Vgrocer- -

J

V

XAJrJ-r,;.--:.-

-

-

A large delegation of the
prohlbl
tion element of the democratic party
met Congressman H. B. Fergusson at
the train thia afternoon, remaining In
the lobby Instead of the bar of the
Caslakeua 'boTer frhile ftf. Fergusson
luncnea. After luncheon Mr: Fergus-soheld an Informal reception in tin
hotel office. -

I
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The Byron Troubadours, who are
to give a concert at the Duncan opera
house Saturday evening, have
for

SEE! This fine Dinner
Set for 5 Coupons from
$3.90
EMPRESS Flour CASH
AND

REGULAR RETAIL VALUE, $19.00
,
We purchased nevera! carloads of this bountiful
dionftr-wfiro-

their instrumental selections an unusual collection of musical instruments which are valued at over $5,000.
Every member of the troubadours
plays an Instrument of some descrip
tion and during the rendering of the
program besides the vocal RPleptlmn
there will be
Instrumental solob,
duets, trios, quartets and selections
by the Troubadour orchestra of seven
pieces. Tickets for the concert are
now on sale at the E. G. Murphey
drug store at the popular prices of
'
BO cents, 75 cents and $1.

nd oOf

it w

"Huverciaing
etual coat of the
get. ft is of a neautiim "CoBmoa" desiKU ana eanaot be duplicated In
uaiity ior lens man in in any roiaii uuiutt awto. &l is guaraqieeu uy uuta
hm mnniiffintiirar nnn nuratvPH.
Toe re la a coupon in every sflcK or lababee s Flour. Bend us five
con pons and $3.0 in casb, drati, postal or exprtiainpney order, and we will
end :TOU VUU Ul tutusw uaumui bc.b
iicihui. Auuireia tuuyuuo auu ro- DtttAoce to Tbe China Department or the Lara Dee Flour Hula Company,
HniwhinKon. Kanncin. Be sure to write your name and address olainly.
Tbe coupons in LAEABEE'S Flour are also good for Holers' BilverwM
fend other valuable premiums Ask for descriptive circular.

democratic
Harvey B. Fergusson,
candidate, speaks at Armory Thursday night, October 31st, at 8. p. m.
sharp. All are Invited, ladles espe
cially. Good music will be furnished
Adv.
by the Slmison Orchestra.

ij

GER
EMPRESS, you know, is that Mighty-GooMAN-LLFO Flour that makes faking a Delight
d''

all clocK;Fes

YourClothes Sent

Trv a Sack Yoii'll Like it.

At

the

Hod

Gf

Home Properly
When you patronize our family washing department there
are no annoying delays, and

II:;; Best of Everything Eatable

misunderstandings ... regarding
the return of your laundered
'

WE HAVE'.'.

clothes.
Your washing is called for
regularly each week, it Is laundered quickly and delivered
promptly.
Our services prove mor$ satisfactory than washerwoman
Beservice in every respect.
sides you know that our work
Is absolutely- - sanitary.
Phone call brings a wagon
to your door.

.

Fresh Beef, Pork, Huttonf Veal, Fish, Oysters,
Dressed Chicken, Minced Ham, Chile Con Carrie, Vienna Sausage, Chile Pork 'Sausage, Fresh
t,
Pork Sausage Link and Bulk, Bologna,
Head Cheese, Pressed Rickled Pigs Feet,
Cooked Veal Loaf.
Liver-wors-

Las

n

Veas Steam
Laundry

THE GRAAF & HAY VARD CO. STORE

Phone Main 81

I
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HA WES VON GAL HATS

k

617 Dovglai

Are

,

worn by the smart dresser everywhere, and can be depended on to
in every respect
be
The quality and Workmanship of
these hats cannot be surpassed and we guarantee you absolute satisBe sure to see them before making a final purchase. Our
faction.
store is open to you.
ultra-styli-

FRENCH BALLOON

TWO OF THE AIRCRAFT HAVE
NOT BEEN HEARD FROM;
ANXIETY IS FELT
Berlin, Oct. 31. France wins the
Gordon Bennett international balloon
tirophyi, "regardless of the perform
ances of the Duesseldort and the lie

Price $3,
"

- REG AL

-

-

Price stamped

GR.EENBERGER
'

$

rying the An";can aeronauts John
Watts ani
nor of the
irench balloon He de France, carry- rying Alfred Le Blance, and anxiety
concerning them is beginning to manifest itself.

d'

SHOES

The best medium priced shoe made.
on each pair in plain figures.

de France, which have not yet report
ed. The first of these has been dis
qualified and even should the lie de
France surpass the record flight of
the Picardl, the prize wilT'sCT be
carried off by the French.
it is thought probable that the

VOTERS ARE ARMED.
Havana, Oct 1. Within 24 hours
of the opening of the polls for the
election of a president of the republic of Cuba, fears were very generally
expressed here that the day would
not pass without serious! disorders.
Another serious source of danger
Is that arising from the fact that
The snow storm of today has been
practically all the voters go to the
general throughout the Rocky Moun polls armed in spite of the action of
tain district and even extended
to! the government in revoking all perKansas and Missouri.
At La Junta mits to carry revolvers. Detachments
it snowed all of last night and this of police rural
guards and regular
in the troops are to be stationed at conmorning and thei- - snowfall
mountains near that place was espe- venient distances from the
polling
cially heavy for this time of the year booths In order to prevent the gatheralthough the snow melted soon after ing of groups of partisans.
it fell.- In Raton today it has been
snowing somewhat harder than in
WIRELESS WORKING WELL.
this section and the mountains about
San Diego, Calif., Oct. 31. GovernRaton have been white with snow. ment wireless operators i.t tne Point
Today has been the cqld,"it day of Loma station here ovurheard last
this fall. The .thermometer has regis- night messages from Captain Hughes
tered below the freezing point most of the' cruiser Des Moinea at Vera
of the day and at 2 o'clock this after- Cruz, Mexico, and also from nations
noon registered 30 degrees.
at Guantanamo, Cuba, Colon, Pasa-m- a,
Pensacola, Fla., ana from a RusDr. L, L. Cahill of Springer, a well sian station at Petropavlovsk, Siberia.
known booster for New Mexico good Two messages were also intercepted
roads, was a visitor in town today. from a steamer bound from Havana
He' stated that in Sprlngei1 there is to New York. Captain Hughes' mesmuch activity in the buiying and sell- sage was directed to the big station
ing of the irrigated lands which at Arlington, and stated that condicome under the Springer ditch and tions were quiet at Vera Cruz.
which are owned
by the Maxwell
Land Grant company of Raton. E. 13.
Johnson, the local land man, is handling the sale of these irrigated lands
and bas on his list 9,000 acres of
DELICACY TO
land. The residents of Springer are
heavy buyers, showing that they have
the greatest of confidence In the
future development of the land about
TAKE HOME
Springer. . Some of the local buyers
are Douglas G. Wright, overseer of
the Springer Ditch company,;., Will
Montgomery and L b, Madison. E.
E. Johnson has opened a local office
Hoyt-Branai Springer and is making large sales,
having sold in two days 485 acres.
ROACH
IS PLEASED
J. A. Roach, the director of the
Mexican band, who' yesterday afternoon Visited the Montezumi hotel
property at the Hot Springs, was
greatly pleased with what he saw
Mr. Roach expects other members of
his organization and financiers from
Chicago to arrive here in a few days
to look at the property. He will at
tend the meeting of the Boosters at
the Commercial club rooms tomorrow
night to get acquainted with the citizens of Las Vegas.
'

sh

WINS THE RACE

"Arthur S.

II

IIWI

smartest styles of stiff and soft hats
you ever saw. They are the authentic styles, too, for these are the

Harvey B. Fergusson, democratic
candidate, speaks at Armory Thursday night, October 31st, at 8. p. m.
sharp. All are Invited, ladles especially. Good music will be furnished
by he Slmison Orchestra. Adv.

.

I

We have it. It's waiting for you
among a line of the neatest and

American balloon Uncle Sam will get
second place. Nothing has been heard
since Sunday of the Duesseldorf. car
In

BOOSTERS-rO- ur
neighbors
Springer started boosting their com-- '
munlty and are showing their faith
by buying the farm lands in and
about Springer. Las Vegas. can profit much 'by this latest move of the
citizens of Springer.
It's a sure sign
that the people of Springer are allvp
to the great value of the irrigated
farming lands of New Mexico. Join
the Commercial club, ibecome a live
wire booster and, do your part toward
making Las Vegas the largest irrigated farming community in New
Mexico.

Willi

Ready For
Your Fall Hat?

LUDtIG Wm. ILFELD

n
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every kind of Paints and Varnishes
Phone for color cards and prices.

Uel-ler-

GOLOfllO

:

1912.

We Jiave any and

bee Mrs. Standish's window for
Miss Minnie Cellers has recovered
bargains in millinery. Beavers at half from her recent illness and today was
price, for cash only. Adv.
able to resume her duties at the
s
Dry Goods store.
Finch's Golden Wedding Rye, aged
In the wood.
Direct from distillery
Harvey B. Fergusson,
democratic
to you. At the Lobby, of course.
candidate, speaks .at Armory ThursAdv.
day night, October 31st, at 8. p. m.
sharp. All are Invited, ladles espeAll railroad men who have to vote
cially. Good music will be furnished
outside their precinct can get the nec
by the Simison Orchestra. Adv.
essary blanks from Charles Tamme
Adv.
News was received here today of
the death of George Degner, which
Go to the White Kitchen for
good occurred yesterday at his home in
home cooking; best service and clean- Raton. Mr. Degner
formerly was a
liness.
Special dinner Sunday. No student of the New Mexico Normal
extra charge. Meals 25 cents. Adv. University and resided in. this
city.
His widow is a former Las VegaB girl.
The ladies of the Baptist church
will hold a bakery and candy sale
Mrs. Arthur VV. Grenier, who last
Saturday, commencing at 10 o'clock, fuly received a divorce from her nus- at A. P, Moran's news stand, 621,16 band, Arthur W. Greiner the automoSixth street. Adv.
bile driver, has again succumbed to
the advances of the fascinating GreiHarvey B. Fergusson,
democratic ner and is to marry him again In New
candidate, speaks at Armory Thurs- York City some time during the com
day night, October 31st, at 8. n. m. ing month.
Mr .and Mrs. Greiner
sharp. All are Invited,' ladies espe- were prominent members of the Cul
cially. Good music will be furnished
combination during its strf
by the Slmison Orchestra. Adv.
in Las Vegas previous to
July A.

mmm
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PAINTS AND VARNISHES

Try a Oram of Ola Taylor bourbon
at the Opera Bar. Adv.

THE CASH GROCER.

FABCT

Petten for

.Fresh rubber band daters,
at Optic offlce.

K;

.QCT0EE3

MP

See Van
Adv.

LOS.
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That of saving you money
on a heater. We are doing
it daily for others.
Be sure and see the Fire
Side Hot Blast, the best
stove on the market.
We have

fX-

:jji".-

-

fl

-

still a few

sirable second hand stoves
that are bargains.
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DEMIOT RATED AGM1
THE SUPERIORITY CF "CLD HOMESTEAD" FLOUR

Trade demands this flour to such extent that local com,
petitors unable to sell their own brands resort to devious
'
'
methods of obtaining; supply of "Old Homestead."
Our sales increase daily by SUCH acknowledgment of
its superiority and selling qualities.
Order "Old Homestead" from your grocer or merchant.

CHARLES ILFELD CO.
Its Exclusive Distributers" for Las Vegas and Albuquerque

Jefferson Reynolds President
Hallett Reynolds CashieT
Davis Vice President
H. Erie Hoke A sat Cashier

E. D. Raynolds, Vice President

Stephen

B.

,

,V
SOMETHING EXTRA FINE

1

FIRST NATIONAL BANK

iJflpPERMN

'

OF LAS VEGAS, N. M.
NEW GERMAN STATION.
Junta Arenas, Chile, Oct! 31. It is
reported here that Germany is about
to acquire an Island In the Magellan
channels to be used us a coaling station. The German cruiser Bremer, is
now engaged in exploring and surveying In the vicinity and It !a understood that the visit also is connected with the opening of the Panama
canal and the possibility for German
trade in South America.
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SpPi.rjs, and Undividid Profits $35,000
oi." ,js
Our Depositors Receive Every Courtesy and Accommodation Within the Scope of Good Banking.

Capital,

jeounnl
I

"The Store ol Satisfaction"
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$100,000
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Interest Paid on tlmo Deposits
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